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PSYCHIC*PSYCHEDELIC 
 

Sunny Jetsun 
 

Books by the Same Author: 
 

'Driving My Scooter through the Asteroid Field 

Coming Down Over Venus ~ “Hallo Baba” 

'Light love Angels from Heaven. New Generation, 

Inspiration, Revolution, Revelation ~ 

All the Colours of Cosmic Rainbows' 

'Green Eve * Don't lose the Light Vortex * 

My brain's gone on holiday ~ free flowing feelings' 

'Surfing or Suffering ~ together * Sense Consciousness 

fields of a body with streams and stars of hearts' 

“When You're happy you got wings on your back ~ 

Reposez vos oreilles a Goa; We're only one kiss away” 

‘Streaming Lemon Topaz Sunbeams’ 

'Invasion of Beauty *FLASH* The Love Mudras' 

‘Patchouli Showers ~ Tantric Temples’ 

‘It's Just a Story ~ We Are All the Sun, Sweet Surrender’ 

Anthology #1 ~ 'Enjoy The Revolution' 

Anthology # 2 ~ 'Love & Freedom ~ Welcome' 

‘He Lives In a Parallel Universe’ 

‘Queen of Space ~ King of Flower Power ~ dripping Rainbows’ 

‘All Love Frequency ~ In Zero Space’ 

*Peace Goddess*Spirit of the Field*The Intimacy Sutras* 

'Heavenly Bodies ~ Celestial Alignments* 

Feeling ~ Energy that Is LOVE in Itself' 

‘I’ve been to Venus & back*These Are Real Feelings* 

Let the Universe Guide Your Heart*through Space’ 

*The Kiss in Slaughterhouse 6* 



 

 

Books by the Same Author: 
 

Originally Published as Ciel Rose 
‘Sadhu Sadhu Sadhu ~ “All Beings Be Happy” ~ Shanti Shanti’ 

‘Trilogy of Vibrations ~ The Oneness of Life’ 
‘Each Fragment of Life Is Sacred ~ These Are Your Children’ 

‘Young Women Spin On Their Doorsteps At Dusk’ 
‘Life Is Simple, Sharing ~ Loving Kindness from the Heart’ 

‘The Universe Coming Across the River’ 
* 

Originally Published as Sunny Revareva 
‘Pure Light ~ Cosmic * Sweet Heart ~ We’ve All Got Stars Inside’ 

‘Perfect Love ~ No Mind * Star Light ~ Come Alive’ 
‘True Freedom ~ Natural Spiritual Beauty ~ 

Here * Now ~ Gems of Eternity’ 
* 

This book is arranged from ‘Surreal’ notes inspired from 
conversations with friends during the 2007-2008 winter season 

in Anjuna, Goa, India. 
“Thank you all”  Om Shanti. 

* 
‘Surrealism: noun, masculine: a form of psychic automatism, 

in which you attempt to  express, in words, in writing, or in any 
other manner, the real processes of thought ~  

A transcription of thoughts without any form of control by reasoning 
and without any reference to aesthetic or moral considerations.’  

 
André Breton’s ‘Surrealist Manifesto’ on Uncontrolled art ~ 

“Preached and practised an ‘instant’ approach to art and thought  
rejecting the conventional idea of enduring value” 

 
Our Solar system 30,000 light years from its galactic centre makes  

one full revolution around it in approximately 250 million years ~ 
* 

(Acknowledgement of: ‘What the bleep, down the rabbit hole.’ 
‘Wild China’ ‘Vision of the Future’ ‘Time Machine’ BBC4) 
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Quantum*Girlfriend 

Life is running through you 
You are swimming in Life ~ 

How you see Life, what you want from life, 

Life is running through you ~ Spirit. 
Let it go concept because you are already it. 

You are it so how can you not have it all? 

I am ~ same being travelling out of time. 

Your Choice of free will 

Not cause & effect ~ being everything. 

It’s your realization, You give yourself 

because you’re Cosmic Eternal Space. 

You get hooked up with Karma, Maya. 

Stepping off the wheel ~ letting go into 

SELF*REALISATION 
Allowing the people taking on this sort 

of receptivity to it ~ through religion. 

Fixed ~ took them out of the water. 

Pressed by guilt, shame, doing, not being. 

Can’t dissolve themselves into the Cosmic sea. 

Old patterns it’s in the process not the wording. 

There is no in between, only shows what you do. 

Great if in that moment ~ Conscious of vibration. 

Getting emotionally bound to it, more distractions. 

Entanglement ~ ‘We are all one from where 

we can all perceive ourselves as one.’ 

No separation, divisive, duality trips. 

My car, my wife, my wall, your paranoia. 

How to have enough? It’s always enough, 

it’s how you allow it for yourself. 

“The fish in the Kabir Ocean wants a glass of water” 

* 

Mantra ‘T Shirt’ 

‘Any Shit In Your Life 

Fuck Off, Keep Away!’
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Co*Creators Aren’t Co Dependents 

Psycho*kinesis ~ transcending my Intention. 
“We’re All Creating the Future” 

Dancing a jig in Zero Point Field. 

We’re swimming in a Sea of light 
* 

*‘We * Are * All * Connected’* 

Our Experience affects the Universe. 

New dreams 

* 

Defending the notion of being a freak 

You’re Never going to Die 

And You were Never born 

‘Fear of the Unknown!’ 

<A Different Perspective> 
How many different dimensions are there? 

Qi Gong masters driven with emotion into an icy river ~ 

Pharaohs beside a pyramid burning in the Sunlight 

* 

The Violet Upanishad 

Jupiter’s daughter wading naked from marine foam ~ Wow! 

The cryogenic Venus Anadyomene rising with the sultry heat. 

Revolutionary higher energies, solving all the mysteries. 

How are all the forces of the Universe Interacting * Vesta? 

Acting*reacting on matter; Do you have an answer to anything? 

Look into my eyes, protecting Ceres not your amulets of sorcery. 

Holding the force that acts on every Star in the Universe. 

Gravity all around us 

* 

Holding the Galaxy Together 

CDS. Credit Default Swap, Bankrupting $55 trillion+ 

Who is connected to whom, exploding down the chain? 

Hung the whole society by their own golden rope of greed! 

Decaying kamikaze at the centre of a Globalised Capitalism. 

Recognising extraordinary people, the boy with the new head.
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Perfect day 

‘Perfect ~ Everything Is’ 
“Everyone’s heard of Hitler” Needs our full compassion! 

Could mean a donkey dong, a hare brained Royal Rip off, 

Mona Lisa with no sexual appeal or appetite. 
Don’t worry ‘That’s what Venus does’ 

Optical Illusion of 3 Dimensions. 

Always trying to sell ~ You 

something on a smart Android phone. 

Perfect psychedelic small windows 

in the roof ~ Reflecting the light 

Beaming down 

“Otherwise Crack Up” 

Blasting through it! 

* 
The Sleeping Buddy 

The metaphysical sculpture ~ 

Using light & water reflections. 

Some Crackpots have Gnomes 

There’s no more Martians on Mars 

they’re all here ~ Living in London. 

Lots of Illegal Immigrants * ‘Aliens’ 

Putting it together. 

There is no Separation but Ignorance! 

I don’t Mind ~ A change in the head 

that’s what I think…. 

That’s why the Planet is so Dense! 

They’re already here, Mind blowing. 

Taking Short cuts through Space ~ 

A lot of light years to reach you. 

In the Tunnels of Time ~ 

Black holes to another Galaxy. 

“Wish You were here ~” 

They don’t waste Time
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Fell in Love in Goa 

Called in the Shiva Moon Activists! 
Had an Orgone orgasm on my watch. 

Energise against defiling of the beach. 

Never had a healing like that! 
Let’s get it spinning ~ deflecting it with light. 

Need to feed it as her gushing fountain vortex. 

Exactly you have to feed the Power in you. 

The way you live your life in an immediate environment. 

Bewitched? Unbelievable how she came to me as light ~ 

She beamed down from an Orbiting Spaceship in mid flight 

* 

Absolutely*Tao 

Everything you said ~ “is all synchronicity” 

Green & blue planet’s Indigo Kindergarten. 
Feels like I’m in a bubbling fractal Spaceship. 

Dream-timers celebrating at the Mardi Gras. 

Her perfect beam * rushing particle accelerators 

In our pumping hearts. 

An oracle of desire expressing seduction by a crackling fire. 

Attached to these thoughts, passing through the head, 

being enslaved * Alive not Dead 

* 

Thaw Thor 

Freewheeling beyond any technique, thank you. 

Quieting the Mind, not the ‘I Am thinking’ dimension 

but the ‘I Don’t Know * I Know ~ now’ multi dimensionality. 

Mind of consumer God/dess; ‘We need little, We Want the lot!’ 

They got the Power whenever they want to section you mate. 

“Only interested in the Best don’t give a shit about the rest” 

India never let go, never alienated ~ itself from its nature. 

“At least strange and irrational isn’t boring”
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Miraculous Spain 

“If you’ve got nothing to hide You’ve got nothing to fear” 
It’s not saying much for your country, your culture, society, 

tribe, fellow human beings, neighbors living in your street 

when it’s determined that a CCTV Camera is needed to watch 
everyone, every moment, everywhere even in their own cars. 

And if that don’t work we have special constables and Traffic 

wardens who can fine you on the spot, arrest you & your DNA. 

What’s this tell you about Your life style and those who take 

control of this, regulate it, define, plan it, design and enforce it. 

What sort of Reality am I allowed to live in? It’s not like this in ~ 

* 

7th Heaven 

Orgasm with the Universe 

Organism with existence 
Came by itself! ~ ‘Our memory’ 

“Can’t beat the clock, even Dinosaurs & Tigers” 

* 

Wrappings of the box 

If you’re Spiritual the Ultimate is to heal yourself ~ 

Taking drugs and other things to try and free the Mind. 

Be Liberated from what; Open up but why? Nuclear seeds, 

helixes to intrinsic cellular sub-atomic energetic frequencies. 

Intention of y/our perception sitting by a sparkling flowing river ~ 

Not seeing a crystal crocodile resonate in tune with hallucinations. 

Cosmic serpents, UFOs. buzzing psychedelic insects from other 

outer-dimensions have come to take a flight through your brain. 

Or kiss Pandora’s ‘Saspanda’ molten magma streams, or sit in 

mountains with Yogis’ ~ on Magic carpets of Infinite dreams. 

Being boundless essence ~ ‘As it is’ ~ ‘Sat Chit Ananda’ 

Vibrating Rosie Tao 

* 

Spirit ~ 

Death is 

not death
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Psycho*Physical Chariot 

‘Ultimately all changing energies no independent destinies. 
An endless succession of thoughts° arising and passing on 

with such rapidity it appears just like ‘constant electricity’ 

Another big Illusion of the Illusory Mind, asking your DNA. 
A River is only a name, it’s constant flowing drops of water’ 

“Mind Does Not Exist In Reality” ~ It’s only Mental Movement. 

‘There Is No Soul’ brother; Perpetuated as an Untrue Concept. 

Man & Woman are only ‘Sense fields of Consciousness’ sister. 

‘No Person only a Processing’ darling “No one there who dies” 

Realisation of this makes us less Attached to Our Identity/Acts. 

Our pain, our gain, our life, our death, our body, that nobody! 

“Meditation helps us realise these Cherished False Beliefs” 

“Nothing within us is Thinking” Let it all go and become free. 

Why suffer? Life is only a Process, see you later mum & dad. 
* 

Artificial*Intuition 

Behavioral Tests for Robots to Prove they’re Safe. 

Outgrowing ‘Our Own’ Cognitive Intelligence ~ Merging 

Our Minds with Machines; What a dream! IT Screams! 

Brain Pace Maker Implants, turning ‘on or off’ Depression. 

Scanning the navigation of Your Cortex 

Microscopic Cyborgs guiding satellites through your Vortex. 

What is the Program ready to Achieve? Ask the Dalai Lama! 

Putting electrodes (made in Shanghai) into Lunar positioning. 

Grinning from ear to ear, picking up your Spear! 

Instantaneous happiness in Mood parts of the brain. 

‘Fine tuning’ the ‘Modulator’ plugging in Instant gratification. 

Inject some Survival Instinct, moaning with a blonde cloning. 

“Definitely feeling lighter and brighter” 

“I don’t want to come with my Mind” 

Where is Dr. Strangelove General? Here’s his medicine! 

Another ‘Virtual Reality’<:> Found a Happy Setting. 

Fell under her Spell!
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Super*Ego*Scenario 

Swapping each one’s tragedies & their terrible aftermaths… 
Perceptible, Imperceptible, Worse-off, am I being too emotional? 

Welcome to the Age of online Global Computerised Inquisitors. 

Intuitions or Institutions of an Ignoramus Neo con. Disaster, 
for our Planet of Life; Welcome to the Devil in Camouflage! 

Salivating Materialism, The Big C. of greedy Capitalism. 

“Increased power of Concentration, Accelerates the Prana 

** No tears or tensions of dying ** Acquiring a familiarity 
with change ~ so death will not appear ~ as Unnatural” 

* 

Potential*Energies 

‘In Co operation with Physical laws to ‘Condition’ 

Natural formation of the embryo in the womb ~ 

Just as in sleep life continued, death is no bar to the 

continuance of the Operation of being which is only 

being transformed to another suitable realm or plane ~ 

The Life stream Process continues while the karmic forces it, 

generates, gives it shape and form in an appropriate sphere of 
existence ~ not just a seed and soil but other extraneous forces 

e.g. light, moisture. In Man it’s the Karmic Terminating forces/ 

energy of the dying wo/man (unseen), or the Reproductive Power 

of the Will to Live. This will to Live Motivates all Activities ~’ 

Purring in a delightful Garden of Eden; Anything to Confess? 

Conquistador killing the Inquisitor for his torturing of heretics. 

Why argue? Unafraid, being free of bondage, tyranny & dying. 

I trust you going out to the stars ~ Time traveler in Love 

* 

Controlling the Herd Species 

‘Can’t have 10 people in a field’ 

Look at ‘The Criminal Justice Bill’ 

Fenced on the beach when the troops landed! 

‘Dehumanize’ see ‘Philosophize’ 
Not having the belief in Inter-dimensional travel
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Phlegm & Comets 

‘Understanding lies’ “Take that poison with you!” 
Six billion of us out of control… 

Hurtling through Space on a ball of light. 

However bad I’m not getting caught up in it. 
Federal Reserve, Rockefeller, Enron Corp; Derivatives! 

CDS; Bear Stearns, Merrill Lynch, Lehman Bros; Tycoons, 

Sheik Mohammad’s, Sun Fat Fuk Yu’s, Shanghaied Banking. 

Comrade Oligarchy, Environmental Destruction, Amazonian 

reduction, Iraqi human disaster, Exploiters of Mother Earth! 

Crashing into financial circles of greedy mire. 

Terminal diseases by any other name. 

* 

Love or Money 

A Big Game show in the German Democratic Republic. 
“I want my separation and I’m wise to all that; Mein Got!” 

(Perverse is a crime) ‘Morphogenetic’ field, Akashi records. 

80% internet is pornography, 666 Beasts and the Beauties. 

“Makes us see what we don’t want to Live” 

Carbon crystallized into Crystal beings 

Singularity ~ more multi * dimensional forces. 

“You can take what you like, put it together as you like” 

“Your loss becomes your gain” A unique gift of non*duality. 

At source at the edge of insanity and extreme pain becomes 

your dragon because you have to carry it around with you. 

‘Game Over’*‘Next Level’ 

State of Perfection ~ same in the mirror 

* 

Making the Being Program in*You*can Unlearn it too 

‘Letting go process’ ~ not the ‘Doing process’ 

In time how in tune now with a different soul 

on the other side of the frequency ~ Planet. 

Trying, Aware, Realising, Open telepathy 

On the matter of the Mind
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Worshipping at Venus’ Mon Pubis 

Big Expectation, striking Installations. 
“A Soul-Mate’s the worst thing you can have!” 

It’s Bigger! The Mind is everything, It’s Ego. 

Destiny is the Worst, a Bigger Disappointment. 
Self discovery Allowing your day to Create 

in this Amazing Universe ~ 

Love dissolves everything 

People can read our actions. 

Knowing Power & Wisdom ~ Challenges. 

Not jumping into your Fear - It’s my fear! 

Frogs Conscious of their Conditioning. 

Challenged by different Views 

* 

Animate Pictures in a Freeze Frame 
A Polar Illusion, ‘You only hear natural sounds, 

the Ice breaking, your own heart beat ~’ 

Aurora’s ribbons of emeralds and gold’s. 

Baba networking knits it all together 

with his silver thread; let’s hope we got 

the right holes in the right places. 

That Adorable lovely smile ~ 

Inner essence*Goa Temptation. 

The other side of Freedom 

How to be Self-Conscious. 

Flip, Embrace, Immerse ~ 

hold your nose & jump in. 

Emotions running high 

Exploring Prana rippling by. 

“Gotta Mind of its own” this thing. 

Being the Observer * My Quest 

Joie de Vie on a Love Springboard. 

They’re all head fucks….. 

‘Knitting that Cosmic jumper’
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Lost the Plot 

Focusing on gibberish… 
It’s really all an Illusion. 

It’s so simple ~ beingness 

It’s just that we don’t see 
the Imagination of the Mind. 

Vipassana Insight, getting rid of all material ID; Attachments. 

“Came here with a Spacesuit but forgot to bring the Manual!” 

* 

‘Out of Sight Out of Mind’ Canary 

A Quantum caress from the Universe. 

What is the Point of it all? 

Cosmic wood*Psychedelic trees. 

Living Inside a Sensitive Canopy 

* 
Anar*Chic Kalapa* 

Egoic ~ The Perfect Distortion 

In Time ~ Space * Hallucination… 

Distraction * Contortion * Tuning in. 

On the sub-atomic cellular (nama/rupa) 

Level of a Sense-Conscious body-field… 

flowing calmly with its ever changing ~ 

Sensations ~ frequency going to the root 

from across the dreaming Alpha waves 

* 

Another Holocaust 

Spiritual Alzheimer 

Spiritual Dementia 

Spiritual Senility 

Spiritual Autism 

Spiritual Cancer 

Spiritual Addiction 

Spiritual Heart Attack 

Spiritual Atoms of Radiation
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Diamond Studded Collar 

Don’t forget they said you’re having a senile episode! 
What you supposed to do with that, how to Decode it? 

They Create a Mirage, Caesar Conquers the World 

She came right off a Playboy calendar centre fold! 
What a Body, the enrapture torture ~ 

Whew! I didn’t have a clue till I was blue. 

Inside Out 

* 

Need a Magnetic Hat 

Time Bomb ~ the great disguise.. 

“I got the deeds to You, my darling! 

My Legal Rights to conjugal nights.” 

Confusing a Contract, with Love. 

I don’t wanna make a commitment forever, 
don’t wanna restrict my allowance to be free. 

Driving me Mad ~ don’t Waste a Mind! 

That Magic touchdown, they’re too Wild. 

“Lotta requests for that sperm!” 

“Their children come back to haunt them.” 

Sunny side easy over 

* 

Worldly*Wiser 

Sucking a cherry tart in Astral fields of Ecstasy. 

Existing at deeper connections as Prana breaths. 

‘I Love You’ ~ Recognising ourselves in all things. 

Unconsciousness is it a State of Insanity, humanity? 

Did someone run off with your Mind-Forming Engine? 

Being in a state of wanting, already having contentment. 

Aware of the Oneness ~ eternal essence 

You’re no longer in the thought process. 

A Life in the cells, ‘listen within your whole body’ 

Listen to the Still Silence, to the Space 

Real Magic is Free ~ Love channels
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Cooking Myth with Love Relics 

Dancer ~ Seeing through the Poles. 
A terrorist from Hollywood; Negative Hype. 

‘These Shackles are for Your Own Protection’ 

“I’ll have some Indian gypsy dream cake Please” 
You can have an Extra-Sensory one ~ 

Even one time is more than enough. 

Behind the Sun (not behind the Mind) 

Unlock the Truth (behind the distortion) 

Samadhi “We’ll not worship any false God” 

Every 10th man in his Army was beheaded 

6000 of his men died as Christians. 

Another distortion from St Morice. 

Pilgrimage was a very big business! 

An abuse of heaven, by inhumane ‘Inquisitors’ 
Travelling through Dark Territories. 

Making a free spirit madly insane. 

‘A top notch horror’ 

* 

Electoral Cleansing 

‘A frequent writer and speaker on Crisis’ 

Who are you really lying to? 

You’re afraid of emotionalism 

Making nature’s secret fire. 

Eroded Public confidence 

‘A Cover Up’ Watch Lists. 

bbc.co.uk/conspiracyfiles 

‘Constructing our own narratives ~ 

to tell us Who We are in this World’ 

‘His listeners say they can’t trust the Government 

Instinct not to believe the officials’ 

‘In Justifying-Cynicism We Trust!’ 

Spiritual ~ chilling around the Banyan tree
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In the Groove 

Rubbing the shaved skull of Kali ~ 
Feeling the heartbeat thumping of Govinda. 

No chance, no trance, taking off into supra-Shanti 

Being by the tribal fire, having you to admire. 
Channeling lovely illusion, a beautiful vision. 

She waded into the lake, a nude Venus 

that’s a red hot Botticelli chillie 

* 

Doing My Own Story 

“Recognised as a bona fide of Gondwanaland ~ 

fusion with a very beautiful Jaguar Man, a 5* Shaman. 

I travelled the Amazon, going back to the tree Spirit. 

Without Manipulation in the Zone. 

In a place that sucks them, it’s dangerous, it’s simple 
losing the Spirit of trance there ~ not for us. 

When we have the chance to go higher 

not living in your lowest chakra… 

See what happens, things will be Blasted away, 

next step of evolution, you’re in it, no Rock Star” 

                                                                 * 

Ayuhuasca*Overground 

“I’ve been sitting in that chair, watching her tears.” 

Trans * form the beast, the beach, the beat ~ 

Take me home Beautiful ~ you’re like a shiny mirror. 

The Volcano’s Angry, full denial of Mother Nature. 

Depressed, Acceptance, you’re on your own! 

Powers of Conscious Sound. 

A boat in a bay, gypsy dream inside of us. 

Inside the Heart ~ of a Matrix in a whirl. 

They need us for their Balance. 

“I was on a mission as a tribal chick.” 

The Green man needs some more Tuning. 

We’re only scared of how Amazing we are.
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Not Miami Beach Yet! 

Diorama DMT > Salvia Decorum out there 
same extract, rolling an Israeli’s bong up! 

You’ll just go out to Space, that’s all… 

I was mesmerised by it. ~ Chapora’s Palace. 
Nothing wrong with a drug party in Chillum City. 

Fine less than 10 gms. 500 Rupees not 50,000R. 

“I wouldn’t step in there unless!” 

* 

Yellow Rock into Crystal 

You gotta let the Perfect moment go. 

Love Love Love ~ Love Love Love ~ 

It’s heavy stuff, the strongest emotion. 

Small gene pools 

Stick it to you. 
Have a good time 

Stick it in an Offshore account.. 

Does that happen to you? 

I’ve seen the doctor anyway 

can’t take it back. 

Strapped on our backs soon 

we’re all space dust… 

“I can live with that” 

That’s what they’re cooking. 

What’s the Meaning of Life? 

‘Keep It Simple’ 

Just Plug-it in, abstract a myth. 

*I stepped on to the other Star trekking* 

Sounds of the Andaman’s at night, the hot bush! 

The Arthritic sensation ~ it’s the Control coming out. 

Brazil “See you there” brother and sister! 

* 

King Chakra 

“I don’t want to waste (my) energy on money”
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Obvious ~ The less you do 

It crystallizes ~ you know you are the real Real thing. 
You just don’t know what it is ~ I am that, You are that. 

‘Dogma’ No one’s saying we have the Power already… 

“Decided to Fuck it anyway (chats rase ‘Vaginal experience’) 
Stop looooking ~ See ~ we have the power, simple. 

Questions; How to do it? > Using a ‘Stop Sign!’ 

If you’re really being it ~ so boundless. 

Touching * everything in the Universe 

Invisible channeling > Tuning in < (Wi-Fi). 

Your Sat*Guru*Your Invincible Guru inner Space. 

Everything Welcome, Everyone * Welcome Swami. 

We have to let the Guru go 

Enlighten, is just a word ~ 

Take away the Idea of doing things 
“just be” effortless Self-realisation. 

Stop Tormenting Your-Self. 

By doing nothing*with Maya & Absolute Truth. 

No dualism, no separation, can’t deny anything. 

‘Everything’s a part of You 

You’re a part of Unity ~’ 

Desire > moves you out of it < It all is > 

There is no body there 

Truth is ~ 

There is no Ego 

Nothing to ~ let go of, 

nothing left to Accept. 

Can’t tell them they have to go through it ~ 

That they’re lost ~ there is no end of the road. 

You can help Yourself 

* 

Gift of Life 

Can’t go back ~ Growing, Expansion, Exploring. 

We are it all ~ let the river take you to the Ocean
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Meteorites for Sale 

End of Oceanic currents ~ 
Human force ~ light at night. 

Burning fossil fuels, burning Ozone holes 

Changing Earth, emitting light 
A home to complex life... 

“Just want a Place to be happy” 

Your Celestial body 

* 

You Are 

You are what you buy ~ 

You are what you spend 

You are what you exploit 

You are what you sense 

You are what you create 
You are what you allow and reflect. 

It’s what you do with your good fortune 

That counts 

* 

Don’t you want to see my Kalashnikov? 

Robbed a Post Office, ‘Crossed the pavement.’ 

‘Proper mental,  He was Ironed out’ 

Beheading 200 white cabbage butterflies! 

‘A junkie can’t help a junkie’ 

‘Can’t kid a kidder’ 

“It’s all about having the Queen’s Head 

And at her Pleasure” 

Don’t be a follower 

* 

A Comic Opera 

“Lust doesn’t live in your heart” the Master said, 

“I’d rather still live in Jamaica with my slaves!” 

At a beautiful summerhouse in the mountains ~ 

on the Island of wild parsley and night flowers.
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Crash Pad > The field.com 

“Paranoia’s a real terrible emotion ~ 
The Underground flourishes in a recession 

because everyone loves it… 

Born in Pain! 
First time saw the light of day ~ are my eyes real? 

Sounds coming out of the stars 

Balance powered by a glorious Sun. 

Savannah cloudbursts… 

‘We lost touch with the city’ 

Balances of Power movements 

* 

A moment of Enlightenment 

“There is good pain and there’s bad pain!” 

Rather the space ~ time geometry in your loggia. 
You are just a falling star*through eternal galaxies. 

“I believe in Angels” not necklaces of skulls ~ 

but 42 species of beautiful Birds of Paradise. 

How much do you want to discover? 

* 

Baboons found on Rue Tapis Vert 

‘Jeux de Ballons Interdit’ Beware! 

A khutbah at the end of Ramadan. 

Simple pleasures, golden sunsets. 

How was it for you? The Big picture 

Editing your brain’s camcorder ~ 

‘In the Rainforests, 3% of land surface 

containing ½ of all plants and animals.’ 

Giraffes wading across a clear green lake. 

Instinctively Walruses sensing any danger. 

Chunks of Ice floating obliviously into the Black sea. 

Immunities*Bio-feedback fields, your ability to Smile. 

Coming running to you spontaneously
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Here lies Ever 

* Synapses of galaxies * 
Changing the codes of solitude. 

Endless fascination in Novo Tokyo 

with a Japanese blonde ~ on fire 
Keeping it pure, extra*terrestrial. 

It’s all correct ~ connect a lesson 

To being Cosmic 

* 

Supra*Surreal*I*reality 

In a Changing Universe ~ 

Living being in some existence. 

Picking up Karma garlands from Parvati’s sisters. 

Me I got the Goa dream ~ #1 

Inputs creating different Worlds, feeling dimensions. 
Woven with love ~ Natural but Cosmic 

Self construction our Own Best dream Program ~ 

Cell destruction ~ Making this quantum moment be. 

This extra-terrestrial chili pepper spiritual anarchy 

* 

Homer’s Hymns * Solar Polars  

Cash & Coke, Yale or Jail, would you pick Gold or paper? 

Derivatives, weapons of financial destruction, locked into  

a digital slaughterhouse; War on people’s cash, savings! 

How big were the X files? Who decided to destroy You? 

We love our screens, get out there, find out what’s goin’ on. 

‘A sharp jump in child bombers in Africa, 75% are girls!’ 

‘Living in Full fear as a slave or become a Bomber martyr’ 

Slaves to suit every pocket, ask at the President‘s Plantation. 

Locked away without his wife, destroying Families in Purgatory!
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In-Tense Prism 

This moment ~ is One uniquely of infinity 
It won’t come back, can never be the same 

Enjoying life to the Maximum & Minimum. 

“Mon amour when will I see you again?” 
Don’t mess around with distractions & temptations 

Your Orgasmic lips Colliding with the fear. 

“Enlightenment ~ on not losing track of what you’ve got” 

London Russian Plutocrat with drinking water from Fiji. 

Royal Mansion £40 – 50 million, for a Kazakh billionairess. 

£2 million Stamp Duty; something hubristic! Another Reality 

Bulletproof Front Door at the Summer Palace of Nemesis. 

“She knew all too well it was the sound of New Soviet tanks. 

Thousands of Estonians sent to Siberia (to Labour Camps). 

‘Her parents and sister taken, she fled into the nearby forests’ 
‘She was sent to the Island’s prison and beaten repeatedly’ 

* 

Boundlessness ~ (Never at the end) 

Nuclear Explosions on the tropic of Cancer! 

It was the prickly Sensation of Fear dear ~ 

Never felt anything like it before; Arthritis or 

the 7 Bojangas at a Full Moon trance party! 

What’s it feel like when you Open the 3rd eye? 

Don’t Identify with the body ~ Conditionality… 

Let the cancer flow through the sea of your Mind 

Out into the Ocean 

* 

Interacting in the Atlas 

“All fields must have an associated particle ~* 

Looking into another dimension ~ for Visibility & Clarity. 

Invisibility…as it is as it is as it is as it is ~ Modern alchemy 

Sky Radiation (flooding into us on a magnetic Superhighway) 

** 

http://www.visionmagazine.com
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Coca Road 

Ask for a Blessing ~ to starve off hunger and thirst! 
Mismi ~ the mountain with the original spring of the Amazon. 

Fertility goddesses, gifts of the Gods, strength while we work! 

Welcome in ‘Buchan’ to the descendents of the Incas. 
Now in a ‘Red Zone’ No Go, by ‘Cocaleros’ Coco Producers! 

“Who needs land to grow more Coca?” Danger & Coercion! 

Some sanity left ~ ‘Ashaninka Tribe’ meaning ‘brother to all’ 

* 

‘Visualise’ A Mission 

“I become the very thing I look at” 

To see how you handle fears; Always pay Attention. 

He’s doing whatever he wants at a free for all… 

Outside a Madhouse. 

‘Come to a Dead End’ You have to ask yourself. 
Ultimately it’s you who says ‘I know who I am’ 

Don’t give all your power to a doctor, or to duality or another. 

This ‘disease’ is a sign for each of us, shows an answer, a way. 

We have to go into our cellular and believe in our Cosmic lights. 

Believing & embracing Divine energy through our body Mind. 

Realise Intention tuning in not distracted by fearful distortions. 

Time to tell Mind to be ~ cool and Allow fulfilling Inspiration 

Connecting our deepest self, being true, happy, pure radiance 

* 

Had a Mind By-Pass 

Not another ‘In the Mind trap’ ~ ‘It’s the way you landed’ 

Put a garden shed there last year! Mind Your own business! 

‘Whoever puts it there, wants their bloody head reading!’ 

Prisms focusing the light fandangle 

* 

Gorgeous Crimson’s Topsy Turvy 

Starting to think how they think but I know right from wrong! 

Mapping a failure of Imagination; What will humans become? 

“The Eagle has landed on your head ~ and eaten your brain!” 

Left the gravitational pull of Earth * Apollo 8 first time in 1968
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Sweetest Blossom 

Makes Essensuals 
In the Chakra World 

Sitting in the Heart ~ 

Seeing the Diamond Vision 
Blonde Lotus fully Opened 

She had Respect written all over 

Her pussy 

* 

Perfect Skin 

“I can’t even hear what she’s talking about” 

Perfect little slit ~ Perfect massive clit 

Moving in all directions 

Erections erection secretions. 

A Perfect little Playmate 
A tribute to female beauty 

What a little cutie ~ 

* 

What a lovely fruity 

(Bienvenue into my boudoir Atlantean Troubadour) 

“You looked Gorgeous in that dress ~ on the floor” 

Miss November’s got a great pair of tits 

Girl next door got a great smile on her lips. 

Here’s her bigger sister impossible to resist her 

Here’s another Winner made me become a sinner. 

Let’s go and Rev Up that fantastic happy dream 

Let’s go to that Special Party, You’ll meet a Beauty Queen 

What a great sexy pair of legs high up to your naked thigh ~ 

Deep down inside I feel a crescendo of desire exploding into fire. 

She had it tattooed over her divine arse for all of us to admire! 

Take it all in, Show us what you got, your Power as a flower ~ 

Take away the curse, look into the Universe 

Thank your lucky.....
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Me <:> Gestalt 

A Very Fast Reaction 
With the Super-‘EGO’ Processing Program. 

“You get more respect for having No Money 

than for having money” 
Holy Krishna’s Cows ~ 

Spiritual to the Max; Attachments in themselves. 

The Ultimate path ~ has No Rules & Regulations. 

You’re in Charge 

* 

Horrible System <<>> After the Asylum 

A Baga monkey stole his new false teeth. 

No Paranoia in Portugal, very beautiful. 

English fascists they just wanted Slavery. 

Use Solar Power don’t feel colder, older. 
All inside ~ the roofs coming down! 

Analytical State ~ of Mind tells us…. 

To get food for a month (take your Uzi?) 

Saying the Ozone hole wasn’t a real hole! 

Opened the petals*Rebirthing the Spaceship 

What happened to the Acid raining down? 

We never die ~ only change, coming my way. 

Never regretted any of it, even you Guinevere! 

Living a glorious Technicolor life ~ 

Until I drop ~ again in the life force. 

Always being here forever & ever 

* 

Copyrighted 

‘What to do; want the truth?’ 

Living it to the max of youth. 

We can do whatever we want. 

Got away with Invading Iraq ~! 

President set what sort of a Precedent? 

Want to Obey the Law but there’s No Traffic
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A Cosmic Map of Cosmic Rays (Sankharas) 

How can you know what I am feeling, my sensations? Afraid! 
Is it Arthritis, an exotic virus, blood bacteria, a brain tumour. 

99 types of Muscular dystrophy, no cure, tuberculosis, hepatitis. 

Treated your symptoms with flu pills when you’ve lung cancer! 
So how to make a Precise Diagnosis, that’s not of energetic ~ 

fields coursing through your nerves, cells, auras, sub-atomic 

particles, veins, muscles, as well as Masking as something else. 

Blame, Negativity, depression, stress, fear, deceit, Critical pain, 

Anxiety, sour misery, bitterness, cynicism, no vitality, doubting. 

Already think I had a nervous breakdown or was it emotional? 

Expected in an Insane asylum but it was streaming Conscious 

** 

On Opium drips chain smoking in a suspicious Isolation Ward. 

Happy to be released from Hospital and talk to anyone Sane! 
Onlooking while degenerating into death, should take LSD 25 

to Explore full Magicness of existence, the boundless Cosmos. 

‘85% of matter in the Universe is missing from view’ 

Searching for particular gamma radiation with a UV. lipstick. 

Light glows more in your Milky way ~ will it keep you humble? 

Is this what Buddha meant by Impermanence? 

* 

Al-Karim 

Gratitude ~ Give All 

with Open Heart 

No Judgments ~ 

And he forgives. 

Starting a new history 

Light Peace & Happiness. 

Allowance is in us ~ 

So we Open our hearts inside 

Now Wonders is no longer Wonders! 

The Sky is infinitely ~ 

Transmuting our Love. 

Always beautiful a 1000 petaled Lily pad.
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In their eyes 

A Russian Takeover using beautiful Comrade Natasha Models 
Give me Give me, Give me All my desires! Where is the Spirit? 

A High Maintenance Pussy Lock on a sequined Vanity Case! 

Too much going on Inside my Mind. 
Found my first Green woman; Lovers’ Self Creations. 

Neural design of Human Stars “Woke up as fresh as a Daisy” 

It doesn’t have to make Sense ~ You’re paying she’s enjoying. 

“I’m not someone you met in a Car Showroom” 

(A lovely super model without the headaches) 

* 

St Paul’s Loyalty 

“I lead my body round like a Slave ~ 

had to go on the Rocket playing my harmonica” 

Decided to live in the light 
No Condemnation, values change ~ 

Still why hold on to your diamond ring? 

Has to be tested by suffering ~ 

Going through the fire like Gold. 

‘Purging, purifying produces character’ 

“Jesus knew in his heart, foolish to compare to each other” 

There’ll always be some people suffering ~ 

but we’re not Some people 

* 

The Trident 

‘Enlightenment’ even ‘Happiness’ 

Someone said, “they’re just dirty Words!” 

‘I AM WHAT I AM’ (nothing more egotistic than that!) 

Then you Know even if you don’t know ~ 

Being ~ I’m Conscious of this delusion…. 

“I Don’t Know.” Why do I need to Know? 

They only know Religion, don’t believe in Christmas…. 

Another bloody word can’t bear to see another crucifixion! 

It’s not the Compassionate, Unconditional Love and Devotion 

of the ‘Divine’
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Extra Magic Words of Revelation 

Now come into our essential selves ~ our Healing Programming. 
Moving into a new infrastructure, old paradigm dies, new lives. 

Receiving Intuitive, guidance, Envisioning golden light Topaz. 

Pain and Trauma > breathing and focusing on the sensations. 
Asking for a New way, an Awakening ~ of what already Is! 

Overcoming lower Resistance*New Perception * Allowance. 

Yourself Experiencing the Miracle ~ Feeling Synchronous ~ 

When your ego wants to scream! Realise the Divine synergy 

guiding you ~ ‘Corrections, healings, where everyone wins’ 

“Training your Mind to look for the Gift in the experience” 

* 

Forgiveness in the Face of Zero Tolerance 

“When nothing’s tolerated, everything becomes Intolerable!” 

Until I learned to forgive myself I couldn’t accept forgiveness. 
“To forgive is to set a prisoner free & discover the prisoner 

was you” (Lewis B Smedes). Dedicated to reducing Prejudice. 

To act in awareness every day not blind reacting to situations. 

Stand barefoot on Earth connecting her to natural frequencies 

UNESCO defines ‘Tolerance’ as “respect, acceptance and 

appreciation of the rich diversity of our world’s cultures, our 

forms of expression and ways of being human. It is fostered by 

knowledge, openness, communication, freedom of thought, 

conscience and belief ~Tolerance is harmony in difference” 

* 

DUTY-FREED 

Merit multiplied 100,000 times. 

Losing its ‘Unique Identity’ 

Streams of alpha particles in flow ~ 

Firing Pistils not Pistols! Bang, bang! 

No attachment ~ no pain & suffering. 

Developing the inner lights of truth
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Who You Leave Behind 

Broken down, humility opens the drawbridge. 
“Let’s have a ‘Love Burger’ in Burger Town” 

Carbon Emissions Credits; Easy buying A Permit to Pollute! 

And derivatives of an Army’s nerve gas; Not to be played with. 
Key & the Lock synergies, War is complete Self destructiveness. 

Orgones working over millions of kms * Unbounded time * space 

Really had to put my Merkaba up ~ ‘Time stands still for no man 

* 

A Total Tool of Vested Interests 

Cross, Coke sign, Aum, mystical silence or beautifulness? 

Who took over your Sub-Conscious? Still honest feelings! 

Fully decorated the Church in Shamanic colour schemes. 

‘It’s never what you expected, coming out of a blue wave’ 

‘She was always late and selfish and would cry hysterically.’ 
How do I know where you’re coming from? Symbols, Slogans! 

You ever been to Disneyland? ‘The Happiest Place on Earth!’ 

You pushed the door again after blowing up the House, but 

I can’t let you in until I know you feel my pain, when you left. 

“I can’t do the bullshit dance anymore, let me know who you 

really are, what are you truly feeling, so I feel, then it’ll be ok” 

* 

Barbed Razor Wire 

State of enemies, enemies of my State! Reciprocation…. 

Mind’s brain spinning inside air sealed vacuum cocoons. 

Personal Boxes bobbing in polluted equatorial lagoons. 

May the light * shine through you ~ and bless everyone. 

Through the cancer cells & chemically irradiated tissue. 

Who is running this seemingly Crazy World anyway? 

I choose I lose, I think I sacrifice, I bleed & breed, 

I dream, memories of a sunbeam, I Imagine, I desire. 

Fully operational egoist par excellence, ‘It’s my own default’ 

He was told what to do & did it under the Military Complexity. 

Depression of living, she had leukemia at 30, losing all hope! 

How to heal it by Yourself ~ Tuning into your Cosmic energy
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Scrambled or Unscrambled 

There are no limits to the Mind Paradox sensorial illusion. 
Put his money on a DNA racehorse in the Adrenalin Derby. 

Beyond the speed, lost to some humans, front line no fear! 

Essence of the cutting edge, skiing the powdery Universe. 
Then dropping the Booster Rockets, got us Off 

Out of Earth’s gravity, faster than the Mind! 

Concentration on Constellations*free flowing 

* 

90% of a Universe 

Mind is an Apple; Programming Your Self-Perceptions 

Visualising the fields, everything around us is energy. 

Seeing the whole Ocean ~ Omni dimensional Allowance. 

Walked to the centre of the Crater, took two trips. 

All built on top of fantastic ruins ~ 
* 

Nice Sunchronicity ~ frequency Journey 

A Luscious Magnetised Atomic Power House here. 

Channeling the Age of Saturn from the river bank ~ 

It’s Open now * for the New Earth. 

All in the same Mothership, ‘The Stars of Pleiades’ 

Waking up at the same moment in the same dream. 

Everyone knew it ~ transmutation of the 3 wise men. 

Wearing Astronaut helmets; It’s just a suit & silicone tits. 

Laser work, butterfly effects, energy coming together ~ 

Dying Creativity releasing Synergy of a white light Crown 

* 

Monstrous Beating Breasts 

Global Crisis of a Giant Conglomeration been very F. greedy! 

‘BBC’ Programs “The Headlines are ‘More doom and gloom’ 

Is it any wonder we’re a Mad & Sad Broadcasting Authority? 

From detection to Prevention, got a message from an Angel. 

Making Peace with my Shadow; “& What’s good about you?” 

‘A Jewel shining in your Crown’
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Karma Going Home 

Who says how long life is? Death is Boundless joy 
Higher frequencies ~ otherwise You Self destruct. 

Choose another Magically Mirrored door ~ 

Hell on Earth? Kashmir’s karmic Paradise lost, again! 
The Never ending story, the World is getting over populated 

means there’s not many getting out; Productions of the Mind! 

Just thoughts, Zeus & Zorba partying in Revolutionary Square. 

You’re in same vibration, lovely Greek light on a verdant Isle. 

Humans addicted to Life. Either you win or the Machine wins! 

Mental habituation ~ some pick up Meditation from a past life. 

Not a couch potato immersed inside, Processing of Plasma TV. 

Thought is thought reflecting through our actions in Space 

* 

Impersonating a Sparkly Tanga in a Venus flytrap 
A few thoughts can catch you in a sub conscious sex dream. 

Surviving sunset, radiance of ruby, magenta & indigo beams. 

Doubt comes with fear then you’re dead, negativities of dread 

Building with the open source movement all inclusive new age. 

Sitting ducks quite excited don’t give any thought while aboard. 

Nerves of steel, Programmed - in the Zone; Can’t move a cell! 

You’re gonna be in Space very soon ~ All addicted to 44DD’s. 

Wipe Out, got me, to go back to Level 1. 

Listening to your inner voice, emotionally a very healthy person. 

* 

Blood from a Stone 

‘Insidious Corporate Whores’ Global Capitalism on the rampage. 

Devouring, devouring, devouring gross consuming of everything! 

Built a Mall, Poodles eating Poodles. Knocked Hearts & Souls 

out of their Place. United Negativity in the Mass of reflections. 

“We make clay pots but it’s the emptiness that holds water” 

Changing the World today, giving me a gift box Full of Love ~ 

An Attack of nerves, why bringing up those old emotions again 

Why cause Supra-Mundane any distress? Can’t be that naïve
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Meditation 

‘A State of Mind’ 
Just got to Log on * Up link you can afford. 

Spaciness of a multi coloured Wizard ~ 

Shaking with the Pain of a Chakra explosion! 
“If you ask yourself during Meditation if you’re 

Meditating ~ then you’re not Meditating.” 

Maps & a Psychedelic Bulletin. 

Close your eyes let it come to you. 

Your dimension, any equation you want. 

“DMT you get when you’re born & die” 

Dancing with Sacred Molecules of Ayuhuasca. 

It’s there ~ On Acid you have some chance 

1st Trip ~ took me to where I was going. 

Changed my life forever just like meeting you! 
One with your infinite Universe * Imaginary. 

A gift, a Big Surprise, that’s what we all need. 

Everything sounds good to me 

* 

Super**Quixotic Connection 

Fill it up, fill it up ^ the Space ~ with light & love. 

Keep on track even if immersed into frozen water. 

In my first ceremony run over by an amoeba train. 

Don’t want a DMT. lollipop, being able to say ‘No’ 

Powers of Transformation don’t need any irritation. 

No Invasion of the Space. Free to do what you want! 

Put up a volleyball court in front of my Ocean view! 

When you die the … 

* 

Super Relax 

“Opium, free from Suffering ~ for an Instant… 

Paradise is Inside ~ Oxygen Relief from Pain. 

‘As cheap as chips’ with Conscious dreams
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Love of Light * Light of Love 

The most beautiful Human being you can be ~ 
Cosmic Seasons, sunbeams flooded into the house. 

“Attuning oneself to that way of living 

of thinking, speaking, acting & knowing 
the subtle working of the law of change” 

“Contemplation on sensations arising in the Mind” 

Process of changing, good thoughts ~ passing away. 

Mind is Permeated with developing tendencies… 

“It’s Control or Consciousness, one or more ~ 

* 

Same Same*No different 

‘If you haven’t got an Open Mind ~ 

You can’t come to dinner, sorry, ‘Chello Pakistan!’ 

Some of the Best ~ Game players on this Planet. 
The Brain is good 

Not paying for a Muppet. 

‘70% of population is under 30 

Youngest on the Planet ~ 

65% of UK are over 60!’ 

‘Inshallah’ (God Willing) Not a Crime 

It’s all Shiite, is that Really True? 

More oil than the luxurious Saudi slime 

Opening Up their Black Gold Mine! 

Over a rainbow bridge ~ Opening Consciousness. 

What about the Preying Mantis? 

When he mates with her she eats him! 

Stopping on the road for a fast Python ~ 

“When you get your fried eggs they’ll give you Chopsticks!” 

“I want to try everything” 

* 

Sensuality 

It’s not much 

but it’s a lot ~  

You smell naturally
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Nico’s Velvet Underground was Happy 

Got a bicycle in Formentara ~ had a heart attack. 
“Had a boyfriend with no legs, but his life was full.” 

They were just people ~ bathing in the salt lagoons. 

Put onto canvas the symbols of the age ~ All Money 
does, gives you a green card to cross all the borders. 

Time to go, to move on with liquid assets, not toxic debt. 

Personality to light a Universe 

She gets the fear for him. 

Open to differences; Welcome the changes ‘Straight is Great’ 

“Had a haircut, Mum’s found you a wife!” 

Have you ever read Madame Bovary? 

Snuggling up to a Comet ~ 

Lighting up at a Fire Ball 

* 
The Bluebird Dream 

From behind the Infinitesimal Screen. 

Mind as Maya; Confirmation of what? 

Drop it outside, meaningless ~ 

No need to do anything Inside. 

Drop the Imaginary bullshit, 

into a surreal Psychedelic hole! 

All 7 chakras share Multi Orgasms 

Coming back to the natural state ~ 

There’s no healing the Prana 

It happens when people shut up. 

“Never catch a falling knife!” 

* 

Sun*Eclipse 

Self Governing ~ Coming with Love. 

“You’re as Good as Your Rug” 

Planted my seed in the Himalayan light. 

‘Not a good day to be crucified’ 

2012 I think I’ll come to Goa and watch it on satellite TV.
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The Pagan Dragon is out flying 

We’re trained to look at it that way! 
“This singularity is where I want to be, no duality” 

With this moment ~ Now 

beyond the Star * Particles (of the golden Pleiades*) 
Resonating in a Buddha field under a Sacred Banyan tree. 

Under the flight path to Benares, Burning Ghats Terminal! 

Get Into your body ~ 

Existence * Infinity 

Within Yourself. 

Zen in a Tube 

** 

‘Want ~ All Mod Cons’ “Relaxing the laws” 

Good Observations 

Reflection ~ just not about You in the end. 
Consciousness in Slow motion... 

Passing through ~ Maybe this Is It! 

“Bye Bye” 

“Oh I’m still here” with the Allowance to be ~ 

I didn’t realise People were Unconscious<>Switch It Off! 

Connection ~ Don’t be pulled into their Reactionary World. 

Using Science, Psychology, Sociology, Legality, Sexuality!! 

Isolated, manipulated them, can’t see how they’re being used. 

‘Hemp Conspiracy’ Took away the Rope for Du Pont’s Nylon. 

Can’t make it happen, no clue where the ‘ON’ switch is ... 

Telling the Emperor ‘Realises or not he is wearing no clothes! 

Dissolving mass concepts of ‘the ego’ bring it all into the light. 

Darkness (absence of light) The Ego ~ can’t exist in the light. 

Decorations of Gold gilded leaves inside the monk’s Palace. 

It’s all the Universe ~ in a Universe same as a Russian doll. 

Endlessly busy Sunbirds 

* 

SLAVE 

‘Someone telling you what to do ~ 

All the time!’
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‘No Limits’ ~ at the CDS. Casino 

Capitalism led by ubiquitous Greed 
with a more Capital Globalisation need! 

Karma’s snakes and ladders & vice versa. 

Akashi Accounting on the shiny Aries Moon 
and in sacred Humpback’s breeding grounds. 

Bands of light blue on the surface of the ice ~ 

in touch with elemental Oceanic sapphire krill. 

Equatorial waters supporting fewer predators. 

An answer for Everything Governor 

Murdering the Planet 

* 

Pussies’ Rules 

“I have a question ~ Are you for Real?” 

I’m a free spirit 
You have to have the chemistry. 

She came back from Hell 

Different things allowed in the creation of my day. 

We are the Observer (of our own realities) 

Should get back some measurable feedback. 

Paroxysms in Peace 

Putting the Mind to rest. 

Fine tuning the life ~ of a hot tamale 

* 

Cosmic*Native 

Astral travelling ~ through film, crossing the frontier. 

Great looking through the fakes to find one ‘Real’ 

trying to be free flow in an ‘Abstract Expressionist’ fleuve. 

Lovely to live with lovely people, super super progressive ~ 

Not a Full on Machine with a painted false smile. 

Alternative is not escaping ~ Love the World. 

Just a puppet ~ just flow your Mind 

Perfect Zen Connection, new view, acrobatic yoga. 

What’s it all mean? Now ~ It doesn’t really matter
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Eyes of the Falcon 

Global transactions exploring Universal fractions. 
‘Rogue trader forced to hold a credit card ~ 

Controlling the flow of money and derivatives. 

The Government panicked, a New World Order. 
Dubai, Mumbai, Shanghai, Bye Bye Polar bear. 

Welcome to our Pleiades’ rescuers of the future ~ 

Time to leave the Elephants and Tigers etc. alone! 

* 

Not Enough Water to go Around 

The Carnage and Devastation is Unbelievable! 

Overwhelming numbers on their Wounded knees! 

The only winners were the munitions manufacturers… 

Got a 9 year drought & the Economy is paying the Price! 

Burning the lights bright of Virtual Reality. 
Conservation for the One Armed bandits to Survive! 

But the Lake is Empty 

* 

A Real Temple of Emotion 

She goes in and wants a bag of crack and smack. 

“Give us a tenner” goes back up gets another bag! 

“Dropping a stone on the pink patch ~ 

I emptied me bollocks, lost the plot 

2 gms. of China white a day! 

Full smack head, full crack dead. 

Done it all, come out the other side.” 

Laughing, just ignore him mate, off his rocker! 

* 

Outside these Concepts of Flying Tigers 

A Spiral not a reptile frequency ~ look at your compass. 

Everyone is your Guru ~ reflections sparkling on a clear lake. 

‘You are your own Inner Guru of bio chemistry, Synchronicity’ 

Very Interesting Bhakti, feeling a lot of Power full ~ waves 

Going through the worst storm I’ve ever been in ~ channeling. 

Are you someone who enjoys a mystery? Every heart stops ~
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Zeitgeist the Point Is 

Public Confidence is down, naked wankers & criminal bankers. 
The simple Penny finally dropped on someone’s head, wake up! 

Intrinsically it’s the power of the mass of people that’s real; 

Not the values of a back-room casino brokered roulette deal. 
Restructuring, reconciliation ripped-off by endemic Capitalism. 

The Greedy finally hung themselves by their own golden noose! 

Squandered, raped, tortured, exploited, stuffed the fat goose. 

Divine ‘Demention’ let’s have a new Conscious convention! 

Why are we bailing out these spivs. who Only see their divs? 

The whole Economic, Political culture on this low base trait. 

Living in this trendy, glamorous, sexy State ripping off a Mate! 

* 

Underground Tours 

Done and Dusted, path of the Destruction. 
A fine line – of Addiction, KO’d from Crack! 

With a machete in his shorts, little haunts around. 

“I know geezers wired on paranoia” 

Ravaged on Ice, he was at Rock bottom 

Teeth like tombstones! 

“I’ll shove a rocket up his Butt” 

Time to make a splish splash 

We are habitual - Creatures of habit. 

“I don’t know if he was a real fuckin’ Swami” 

So what’s it all about? Let go ~ Live life. 

Shanti shanty ~ nothing’s forever. 

They never tried ~ given it up. 

I Loved it 

* 

As Unreal 

Inspiration of surreal poetry showing full distortions of reality 

It’s a gamma message * Airbrushing Unity bending atomically 

An Alien wonderland from the Mountains to the sea 

Every moment being born ~ Riders of the Storm
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The Amazing Transparent Wo*Man 

Sun massive fusion reactor ~ Water sustaining fusion 
When fusion becomes self sustaining…… 

Nanos creating new realities from living cells. 

Plasma of hydrogen atoms ~ 
Meeting the needs of the world. 

Fusion energy becoming reality 

Solar Elevator 

Giving us a different perspective on our Planet 

from the stars * our horizons will expand. 

No Separation ~ how precious life is …. 

Our Planetary Consciousness (Society) 

Sounds of energy ~ 

Planets, stars, the galaxies 

* 
Total black out of easy Re-Fi 

Couldn’t use your credit card! 

Financial virus eating Wall Street, all those Toxic debts 

Collateral Debt Securities through Thick & Thin bets. 

‘Fat, dumb and happy’ gave their last remaining shirt 

to another coke whore surfacing where the action is. 

Pushers & the addicts, the Pushers always win! 

Controlling (thru computer) bacteria fields used by MRI. 

Magnetic resonances using nature as neutrino machines. 

Make a microchip to give the cell a new intelligence ~ 

Growing billions of nano-tubes on carbon coral reefs. 

What’s a Nanobot? For Artificial Medicine or a Military? 

What’s Smart viruses, Smart Molecules? 

Swarms of nano-cells in your blood, cleaning the brain ~ 

arteries, digesting atoms to modify Pachamama’s neutrinos. 

Know where the OFF switch is? There isn’t one! 

“A bird doesn’t sing because it has an answer, it has a song” 

In tune with one self ~ a moment of Oneness. 

Understanding of the Heart beating in Space
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Mowgli the little Manga neuron-frog 

100 billion nerve cells dancing in the Mind. 
Touch Interface; Her name was ‘Rapturous’ 

Reasoning died of an early heart attack. 

The most unbelievable things appear in India. 
Intuition ~ Interacting with a gestural machine. 

Programmed Planners, I’d sack the bloody lot! 

Sent a message from Earth; Waiting for our reply 

from another sentient life form, a wild nature boy. 

Run for your life, he’s from the Jungle; A Tiger! 

Light speeding past the Moon in 1.7 seconds ~ 

Crystal clear reception, without obstacles of frontiers 

No need of Permissions, for free Information. 

Money, it’s to protect us from hunger and cold. 

“His father kills every bear he sees” their heads on the wall. 
The bull is a dumb slave, putting Ideas in the monkey’s head. 

The King’s Treasure Chamber, the people’s Torture Chamber! 

* 

Babylonian with Distractions from Altea 

British Medical Journal: ‘There must be 1 million dead now ~ 

You can’t mime it, can you? There’s no Inside outside, All One. 

Flowing fields of Atoms ~ and in those falling cluster Bombs! 

‘Abandon All Religions & prostitutions come to God Inshallah!’ 

Came out same bag, Scientists & Preachers’ Maya Speculation. 

Mental Studies about the Ocean ~ 

‘Just a light in an Ocean of light’ 

* 

No Mind ~ Freedom from Thought 

Going electric * all you’re making is an imprint of the Planet. 

Infusing your Intention ~ Creating Rhythms & Rhyme 

Asking the Plant Spirit to “HELP” & you will spread ~ 

the seed of the Plant > trapping the Life force < 

Making it Enchanted
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Get on with it 

Make people laugh, no hidden agendas, 
in my own lifetime ~ like here & now. 

‘Even the bad news is good news’ 

“They’re all goddesses” 
That is pushin’ it a bit too far Baba! 

Me and a Karnataka woman dressed head to toe 

in brightly shining mirrors and with a coy smile. 

‘Sex crosses cultures, love doesn’t always!’ 

Nothing wrong with that, I didn’t think so. 

Walkin’ life through a dream. 

Amazingly original sky, tripping through an Exotic ~ 

Pharaoh’s tomb, full of frescoes, buried inside a mountain. 

Sat and meditated alone in silence in front of the sarcophagus. 

Driven by the spectacular Spirit 
* 

Environ*Mentalist 

“Don’t look back” Progressive, Free ~ of any System. 

‘Show Us What You Got!’ ‘Bring It On Full Power!’ 

“Free to say whatever you want, until somebody listens” 

Everything is new to them, the day after the Revolution! 

‘It is what it is’ “that’s exactly right buddy” 

‘We’re all psychics here’ 

They’ll murder your soul; It’s Stupid, Barbarian! 

Suicidal Bumble bees in chemically sprayed fields. 

* 

Tantra Body*Mantra Mind 

Death is fear; When you kill that fear ~ 

Maybe I didn’t want to tell you my name. 

“I like it when ladies are free” ~ Full into the Pudding. 

“Didn’t you go to eat again?” “I can’t remember.” 

Definitely have to go through your fear, keeps on biting you; 

Like walking on broken glass ~ You think the glass is soft! 

Dispelled it, it’s gone by singing “Come on”
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Cosmic*Sequences 

Hotel Chandrakant Cold drinks, try a Sensual experience. 
Sometimes you need to have had the greatest delusions 

to realize what everyday delusion is all about. Allowance ~ 

A trip along a beach in shining bright Thailand not to miss. 
Trekking in the Almighty wonderful and beautiful Himalayas. 

Dad’s death from Cancer in a quantum Universe. 

Loving you passionately in waves of ecstatic bliss ~ 

Perceiving a Mind of Infinite images in transmission 

* 

Free in Kathmandu 

“They call her Overdose” 

The Processing of life & so called death ~ 

Do you realize? Melting full stops of quasars 

floating in streams of dreams or riptides of screams. 
A journey when your light energy leaves your body ~ 

Lost in a mirage of the labyrinth of you and me all at sea. 

All doors opening ~ into an Interactive world of Odyssey. 

Knowing what it is to truly be 

* 

Clouds of Horror 

Ruling it because of the effect. Makes him feel Invincible! 

‘Photos of the Planet’ from a glittering Palace of Versailles. 

Took them at a Chicago Opera house during a Massive War. 

Found a Landscape of Ruined, Total Desolation! 

Barbed wire, enough to wrap around the Equator eight times! 

Pipe dream Victory of Man stamping over topsoil of Ecology. 

Another Disaster too late came on Nightmares of Catastrophe. 

‘There goes Oklahoma lost in a gigantic brown wind dust ball 

Labour for $1 a day! Stereotypes by the Billion or none ~ 

Subconscious Brain is active before it’s Consciously aware of it. 

The Observer observing ~ collapsing the wave function. 

Each person sees the Quantum Field differently… 

“& Time has nothing to do with it”
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Into Mt. Shasta 

Using Field of thought ~ 
“May the force be with you” 

Total Intention working 

“I can Open that door” 
Without a word said 

Sitting in Silence 

* 

Violet*Flames 

Your Mind is part of the Full Consciousness 

There’s Horrible thoughts ~ we can Manifest! 

If your Intention is Dark then you’ll Burn. 

Swimming with Tigers ~ 

You have to Command it. 

The Silent Meditation 
Means we can Self-govern… 

“It only takes 3 to make a Circle 

of Light” 

* 

Anthropomorphosis of a Honda 

The Right orders of Magnitude for a debutante! 

Speaking as Oracles ~ from over the Milky Way’ 

‘Spirits in Machines’ 

20 Years of research to climb a flight of stairs! 

“Don’t work the Robot so hard, nicer as a ‘pet’ 

Responsive to feelings ~ bonds of Interacting 

She came from a factory in Nagoya, Japan” 

“When she runs out of electricity it shows she’s hungry” 

Attachments, becoming Co ^ dependent on your wife’s habits! 

Mechanisms of Emotions * Critical for Higher Intelligence. 

Influences of your climaxing, emulating it in their prototype. 

Parrot-phrasing ~ what’s in your horoscope?
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Faster Techno 

DMT. Arrival of Spirit guide creatures, drilling your brain ~ 
Vishnu playing by the edge of white powdery Ocean beaches. 

Clouds bursting inside azure skies, Krishna’s eyes full of rain. 

“You’re free to follow” “You’re Free to Flow” 
Let all the rites and rituals go > To the Depth ~ below 

Some are ‘free’ ~ to destroy, rape and pillage 

An Invisible drone blew up our village! 

Golden Mandalas burning in a raging fire 

Umbilical tubes of memories, DNA. helixes alight! 

Galactic bacteria glittering in the Cosmic*night. 

* 

Robert Rauschenberg  (Tate Modern 10/2008) 

‘… to escape the familiarity of painting objects and collage’ 

“Like all these works ‘Almanac’ has no specific meaning or 
Narrative.” The Images are organized in a loose, poetic manner ~ 

Creating an impression of visual flux that allows the viewer 

to freely ~ associate 

* 

i Poded 

It lasts as long as it lasts ~ 

Flying zany Zen kites over Kyoto roof tops. 

When I looked into the mirror, I was blue. 

Ploughing the fields with a horse. 

Rednecks roping calves in the Bandino freight yards. 

High noon for a Streetcar named Wet Desire. 

“Myth is our biggest myth” 

“Gave me this little speck & popped it.” 

Machismo drove his Ferrari into the County Asylum. 

“No way was I going to shut the door ~ 

All walking schizophrenics never knowing what it’s like 

Inside here
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Less distractions 

All you need a pair of eyes. 
All direct ~ 

Connection to the Source 

“I am Shiva Inside” 
“I open my eyes and there’s one million Shivas” 

that’s the reality 

** 

“You don’t change Dicks in the middle of a screw 

Vote for Nixon in 72” 

How can they keep a straight face? 

‘Clinton never Inhaled, Gore never exhaled’ 

‘Bank Bailouts,’ Paying everybody’s Coke bills! 

Sell Your Soul to Us, eating humble Pie. 

Get one from Deepak Chopra on e bay 
* 

Cosmic*Boomerang 

You gotta let it go ~ 

to let it come back. 

Flying Inspiration 

be yourself 

the rest will come by itself 

* 

Mr. Funky (DMT. Processor) 

All our friends are Psychedelic Acid-heads.. 

The Best things are hidden ~ It comes to You. 

I want the truth don’t want to be caught in big hallucinations. 

Going on that Legendary bike ride talking to a spiralling Soul. 

Gave himself a healthy portion ~ Allowing it to just happen. 

Going straight to Heaven, no more connected even to ‘I AM’ 

My spirit has fallen in love with you. ~ You are Life’s Gift! 

She saw it in my aura*Responsibility is to Respond to now. 

Embracing Crystal Clear
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Humpty Dumpty 

There’s no separation ~ Your Mind’s taking over. 
No going back, Resistance of negative cycles 

7000 languages going on ~ 

We’re all walking around insane in a Processing game. 
Going through a counter ~ brainwashing programming. 

Who’s driving the bus, You or Your Mind or Creation? 

Peddling bhakti rickshaws on double yellow lines! 

“We live together because we Love each other” 

* 

An Embarrassment of Wealth 

We Know life’s so unequal still the Poor getting even Poorer! 

How did you win the Hearts & Minds of the Vietnamese!? 

‘Because You’re Worth It’ Worth destroying a whole country! 

‘Let the children have their Childhood’ “Still have big walls 
in their heads” Population Captivated by ‘Deal or No Deal’ 

Rich Hypnotism ~ Sheep to humans, they’ve already done 

humans to sheep in Britain today 

* 

You mean you never give up 

Not Allowed in My super neutrinos Space sphere tetrahedron. 

Dog making his scent on us; It’s all a load of shit if you want. 

Never realised I could have seen through the Program at 16. 

Outside ‘Conventional Wisdom’ didn’t understand the Whole 

Overpowering your personal space, your sense of Self. 

Freaky now I realise why I rejected that vision of reality. 

Given a lot of Allowances, “I feel it, do you feel it?” 

Listening to no Commanding voice ~ It’s all in Your Heart 

Fountain of feeling*Inside discernment, the day’s making me! 

“Stop talking in your head.” Is it credible, should it be? 

Hearing the voices, every syllable, isn’t Silence Incredible! 

I think this, I think that, I want this, I hate that… 

“Don’t tell us what you know tell us what you feel”
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Making a Dummy Love Affair 

Getting more out of the double Dutch trap. 
Encouraging false belief in yourself again 

No Ones telling us that we have the Power! 

Your Mind keeping you busy in the continuous unknown. 
Within manifestation is transmutation ~ 

‘Time engaging your Mind’ 

Liberation of the Mind from the Mind. 

On the same same wavelengths ~ frequencies 

Knowing the Unknown, Intellect, the ‘I’ 

Indescribable ‘Intuition’ is just a word. 

Before the creation of my Mind ~ I was that, less Mind. 

Beyond the senses, you don’t have to go there, it’s in you! 

It’s not remembered ~ completely fresh & present. 

You can’t remember nothingness; Implies the Mind. 
“The less you Know the more you Understand” 

Observing behind the veil through and through. 

“I just Optimise everything for Maximum Power” “Once they 

launch their Stealth bombers we’ll have no f....g chance!” 

The trees keep growing the flowers keep blooming, the birds 

keep singing; No code to crack version, download, Unwind, 

You’re still & the world is whirling about you ~ 

(186,000 miles /sec) Transforming the same thread of Pearls. 

Ego Creation Mould in the Medici chapel, winter 1500 AD. 

There is no Ego, there is no mould they’re only hired assassins. 

You make concepts of everything including ‘Your Ego ~ 

Manipulating the emotions in the Theatre of Life & death. 

They take your Plastic card, they take your breath away. 

Hard disc’s just expired, didn’t have any fuckin’ back up! 

“It could be You” The Alien Predator ‘You never know when.’ 

Invisible energy is being cloned in Disney’s state of China by 

Acupuncturing Shaolin Cyborgs in iridescent green shell suits. 

Observing the full Embodiment, manifestation of Shiva*Shakti 

In the melting glaciers of Tibet to the burning deserts of Mars!
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A Man Eating Question Mark 

Lethal cocktail of bacteria after that jacked up adrenalin trip. 
Watching ‘Countdown’ She’s a ‘Star’ in ‘The Hall of Fame’ 

“She has no Idea, let’s roll, got rid of all the blues! 

“How do other people relate to you 
How do you relate to other people 

How do you relate to yourself” 

Hard to believe my dad is physically not here anymore. 

“Time has nothing to do with it ~” 

Break your body free from the light 

To break the light free from the body 

* 

Earth tilted 23½* to the Sun Organ 

“What informs our view of ourselves 

In the Universe?” Being Connected 
What it is to be a Live ~ ‘human being’ 

Vision of new matrixes, need a new paradigm shift! 

Inner Consciousness is Real going beyond our senses. 

How does your memory and Mind work? Filtering ~ 

Brain processing information * 400 million bits/sec. 

Each instant immersed with the realities of our senses! 

“If it’s real I want to see it” “Yes You again!” 

Detached observe ring * from the high sky ~ 

Ferns, White Crocus, Bluebells and Daffodils. 

Time lapses ~ natural choreography in motion 

Inherited seasons of inter*Planetary crossings. 

Ancient routes across primal Okavango deltas 

10 million parrots flying on the air’s currents. 

Game, herds, crocodiles, cheetahs, elephants. 

Always new ~ Spirals of Life
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Angel’s Lips 

Turned into light, journeyed into Infinity 
What dies when energy leaves your body? 

Realization of No separation but your dad’s not coming back! 

‘Difficult for those Slave owners to let go of themselves’ 
“The Observer of the Mind is Me ~ I am not the Mind” 

“Liberation is not upset by happiness or distress” 

“Our Life Is the Creation of Our Mind” 

“Did you ever listen to just the Sound of the World?” 

* 

Tibetan Plateau is ¼ the Size of China 

Himalaya Glaciers ~ 1/6 of World’s Ice (source of water)… 

Now Lake Manoswara’s flowing into six Major river systems! 

The World’s Highest fresh water lake serving 2 billion people! 

Has its own Inland sea ~ ‘Qinghai Lake’ 
‘The Magical Properties of Land’ 

Shamanic ~ belief, communication with Spirits. 

Mantra reverberations throughout the Universe, 

through 5 elements, Earth, Air, Fire, Water, Iron. 

Magical landscapes, natural forces, being here ~ 

30 million years of tectonic plates moving 

Inside ‘Qolomango’ ‘Mother of the World.’ 

Tibetan Horns sounding in the valleys ~ 

A Spiritual engine deep in the Monastery. 

Escaping from the Suffering Cycle ~ 

‘Activities benefitting all beings Model’ 

Giving the ‘Spiritual Consciousness’ 

Needed to go through the Ignorance ~ 

Tuning into the Intuitional cellular. 

Lamas have no fears of tears 

* 

Watch the Gap 

Trapped in a Vagina ~ 

‘As you like it’ ~ a Lovely smile 

Shiva Meditation makes Mind redundant
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Oracle Sponge 

Chilling out with a nice hot Iguana ~ Mind means Confusion! 
Accepting the mistake, Identification with it; not letting it flow. 

“Life is what happens when you’re busy making other plans” 

Rock & Roll will never die & I found the Perfect beach. 
She’s beautiful, “I know you’re mental and too sensitive!” 

India with garlands of marigolds put around Shiva’s neck. 

Playing my Neil Young Albums under a sacred Pipal tree. 

Prana past, present, future all rolled into one masala curry. 

I Am because I reflect the light ~ “everyone has everything” 

A Moon exists for us because of light reflecting by the Sun. 

Keep your tail down and you get no trouble. 

“You don’t go out and come back alive!” 

370 churches in Bahia, every street took their cut of treasure. 

Turning into light beings as much as you go with the life ~ 
You go vertically it’s not a coke joke it’s a real deal. 

“If you go to the beach you don’t want to take heroin” 

“Do you read my lips?” Twinkling labia, swaying hips. 

“Keep Away If You’ve Only Got Shit In Your Life” 

Devout Pilgrims don’t flutter on gleaming Adam’s Peak. 

200 People falling on my head, falling on your head too ~ 

Carrying religious crippled granddads & devout grannies. 

Pulling crying babies & terrified children up sheer cliffs; 

On rope ladders, fully dangerous journey paying God respect! 

Nostalgic, “I got fucked up in Oxford once, it wasn’t very nice” 

If you gotta get fucked up, Goa’s a good place to be fucked up. 

Out of my tree, have some more espresso in cool Sharewood. 

Paying for a blessing from a Monk at a booth; Is that right? 

No way to escape, rather go to a Carnival in Olinda Brazil. 

Pop into the light*Centre of the Earth*to Centre of the Sun. 

Circles of light ~ Surrounded by trillions of sparkling stars. 

No reason for following orders, Military Corporate Conquests! 

You, me it’s never enough, that was me building an Illusion.... 

Proof is in the proof ^ Free yourself
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Incognito 

At the end of it ~ 
The Deepest Darkest days 

of Heroin - 

Marianne was still there... 
Gave her a Shell Cottage 

beside Dublin Bay. 

A Great Star 

‘A Great Song’ 

It’s really comin’ down now ~ 

Living on a wall was her world 

next to a Phone booth in Soho! 

And the Police loved her too 

Never moved her on ~ 

Truly a beautiful woman 
so tenderly entrapped... 

** 

She’s got Destiny ~ 

A Heart as Big as the World. 

Made of Girders to live the life She’s lived! 

“I knew her quite well through her heroin habit.” 

There’s always one who’ll break her heart totally! 

Never recognizing the fiery Countess. 

Went travellin’ to follow her addiction. 

He wrote the book ‘Venus In Polyester’ 

Then she got clean ~ 

* 

What to do? 

Transmute ~ 

Stillness, silence & 

Ego state of Separation. 

Feeds on wars… 

Big Brother Corp. et al. 

Cosmic realising cosmetic
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Devachan*We’re Aryan 

Ariel More Open ~ More in tune 
with her glistening female Moon. 

‘You find the essence is One’ 

Quantum Metaphysics telepathy ~ 
They found the Zero field full in Space 

And recording all our deepest memories. 

Putting my Mind at ease, fluorescent greens, 

fully surreal flashing ribbons on Cosmic auroras 

* 

Reformation of the War Lords 

Where’s Steven Seagull when you need him? 

Hand to Hand, grenades and a bloody axe. 

“I just happened to be there at the right time 

when the wave came in!” 
“Go to the end of a road there’s the beginning of the Taliban” 

Always there your Mind is crystals on a golden sand beach. 

Being in a mango orchard ~ happy sharing Natural beauty. 

Habeas Corpus Principle, Magma Carta 1215, Article 39. 

‘No freeman shall be arrested or imprisoned, outlawed or 

exiled or in any other way harmed. Nor will we proceed 

(take any action) against him, or send others to do so, except 

according to the lawful sentence of his peers & common law’ 

* 

Super Movement 

Freak Street, ‘Proper charas’ & they just put more limits! 

“Don’t Identify with any Ego concept” 

Ledi Sayadaw’s dhamma ~ floating deep Insight. 

With 500 bullock carts…. 

Ceaseless Timeless Process ~ 

From birth to death from death to rebirth. 

No point in time when it is not becoming ~ 

Going beyond the conscious to the sub-conscious. 

Waves into waves ~ of Cosmic Ocean
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Astral*Spirit*Travelers 

Arousal of feelings in frangipani & Jasmine 
Hiding Hanuman in invisible planes ~ 

Native pathfinders, hippy tuned frequency 

Positive*Inspiration. 
Transmitting Commercials are Very strong Brain waving! 

Collectively we must be Mad to Destroy this Planet! 

Try and enjoy this sparkling moment of creation ~ 

In your eye just found a Chi golden vein. 

Treasure ~ today is a free day 

* 

Forbidden Zone Surprise 

Sails down the Nile touching Isis’ swinging Platinum Pendulum. 

Coming Inside the Crystal sacred pools of resplendent Osiris ~ 

Balancing a feather, Sacred Geometry in Horus’ astral eyes. 
Cosmic sound of silence dances in your beating heart & veins. 

People’s behavior is always Amazing; Living with a hermit… 

Her house above an olive grove, along the Aegean seashore. 

Playing on the steps surrounding azure Temples of Poseidon. 

Sea green eyed sultry Nereids & dreams not going to happen. 

She sailed alone for the Isle of Boi Pepa, you’ll bring her back. 

A young lovely nymph growing into a vibrant goddess radiantly. 

Introduced me to buried desires, flames of Vestal Priestesses. 

The most beautiful body & softest, shimmering skin to touch. 

Holding herself over me ~ 

Feeding her Loving needs. 

Sprinkling Golden showers on our seeds 

This Ocean Is Real 

Her screams of ecstasy are Real, really loud! 

* 

Subtle Neuro-Science 

Pome - ‘Prisoner of Mother England!’ 

Green grows the grass gringo…. 

Floating in a boat ~ called ‘Psilocybin’ 

Being totally reconnected to Life
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Discovered the Q field on Monday night 

Positive effects of natural energy from the primeval forest ~ 
on people’s behavior and moods who are feeling they love it. 

‘80% of jungle destruction is within 30 Kms. of every main road, 

1/5 cut down, used for cattle ranching, in the hands of the few’ 
Effect of an Observer on exploiters in the Amazon quantum field. 

When you look particles snap into position the jungle’s destroyed! 

Experiencing many possibilities at once, collapsing on the One. 

Multiple possibilities your sub-conscious into Amazon’s species ~ 

** 

Doing your best to fine tune the field not obliterating the trees! 

‘Space is just the Illusion that everything is Separate’ 

Everything is still, touching, entanglement in a Spiral Universe 

seen by the naked eye, dancing with Gaia across Milky Ways. 

Twirling through Multi-dimensions ~ together at the same time. 
* 

Stereoscopic Magic in front of your Eyes 

* Indivisible * Inseparable ~ in 3000 positions instantaneously * 

Giving the Mind an Intention to dream, cleansing a Sacred site. 

Imprint ~ conditioning the Space to a higher level of Symmetry. 

Are people’s thoughts affecting the World/Reality we see? Oui. 

‘Emoto’ ~ Projecting love and thankfulness to water elements. 

Blessed, beautiful Zen crystals, Chi of love ~ 90% of your body. 

A driving force of your Consciousness, your nature, your heart. 

What can our own thoughts do to Ourselves, darling? 

* 

Moving back down the time line 

How do you see the world, city, ghetto, tribe, nuclear family? 

Focusing coming back to us, mentality attuning to what is what. 

6 > 10 seconds and we lose the Attention Span, destiny of Man! 

Deepest Consciousness creates Universes, finding Spiral galaxies. 

Mind as Superficial or Profound energy, density ~ Shiva*Shakti. 

Only spending time ~ It’s our own Addictive needs defining us! 

Reflected not affected, “I Love You” 

Chi what thought can do!
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Challenging Dogma of the Law 

‘Dualism of the Seen and Unseen’ 
“Unlocking mysteries of time ~ space geometry 

Connections to the Universe ~ 

Needs a New Quantum * Vision, perception 
What Makes It Work for You? 

New Spirituality * Atomically * has an Impact. 

How does your Memory, Mind, Heart respond? 

We’re All Connected ~ as Live human beings. 

Consciousness is Real, not untrue Propaganda; 

Separation, Alienation, Alone, Mistaken view! 

< Brain Processing > Fine tuning ~ Fine art 

With Experiences of Our Senses. 

** 

How do we Know what Reality Is, Reticular Activator? 
Filtering from billions to 2000 bits of Info. each second. 

(Brain’s receiving it we haven’t integrated it) 

 (thru our sentient fields) Ask your Amygdala! 

 “If it’s Real I Want to See it ~ to Feel it” 

Being the Editor of Sensory Information! 

Delusional Paranoia <<>> Cortex Assigning  

Rational Probabilities > of what my eye sees, 

of what my eyes tell me ~ Is Gorgeous! 

Hallo sin nation * ^* What is deceiving us? 

What is the Real Reality? “I’m going to Everest!” 

New neural grids of realization. 

CONTEMPLATION 

* 

At a Rave 

Everybody’s got it ~ everybody doing it! 

The Electron is Aware it’s being watched. 

What is matter? Particles or waves ~ 

Leaves as a particle arrives as a wave. 

Becomes a Tsunami of particle potential. 

Super-positioning with each other ~
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Earth Birth Mother 

In the eye of the intelligent heart ~ 
“I had to adjust to sharing Diva space” 

Different worlds have their own language. 

Common sense tells you about the World ~ 
I’m rippling on a microscopic level of Unity 

Invisible connections of entanglement/with You 

Reframe the holistic ~ co*located 

No separation just hooking up 

Reading your thoughts & emotions… 

(Government reading emails, tapping phone calls!) 

Similar Brain Potentials ~ Wake up! 

How do I want to consciously 

‘Create my day for the day to make me’ 

Building a neuron net in my brain, 
< Creating our own realities > 

Collectivity causing mass materialization… 

Addicted to the stimuli of the external World! 

What is Consciousness? <:> Awareness (of Self) 

Need the name and address of a person to track you! 

* 

Conspiracy*Falling 

Religion locking on the fears and insecurities of people. 

How can you be Condemned to Eternal suffering? 

Too busy keeping our emotions in check with Propaganda. 

Get it Out of Your/our System, being Type cast in a role. 

‘Original Sin’ Sense of Separateness gives Power to a Pape. 

Your religious systems are DISEMPOWERING personally. 

Evolution ~ Quantum is UNITY ** New view (of Holism). 

Question: Why am I feeling separate & weaker all the time? 

Less vigour ~ You’re off the track of Spiritual ~ precession. 

‘Putting my trust in Jesus to save me, oh my God!’ 

From fearful entities to fearful entities to more fearful entities. 

From the reality of what actually is, needs Personal Revolution.
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The Black Paintings 

New Age ~ of doubt and disenchantment 
War, ‘the Carnival of death’ 

“Join us for the longest Siesta in history” 

Yes ‘Organically grown ~ not built’ 
New Spirits of Inclusiveness ~ 

Art of the future not of the Failure. 

Barking wild dogs, at the end of the song 

Nothing but fear walking in a trembling Paseo. 

Carpeted Guernica with bombs of horrific Suffering!! 

“Accept our differences and Use them” 

Learning the language of dreams. 

* 

Repatriated in Transcendence 

Done with Full Military Honours. 
Draped in the National Flag ~ “that’s OK then!” 

You have to be really Cosmic ~ to accept gratefully that one! 

Everything’s OK let it be & reflect from it 

Learn from it ~ 

Allow the Madness with no attachment 

Accepting it as part of ‘Reality’ 

It is now ~ Show us how to respond. 

* 

Money Is No Object 

What we see is in the eye of the Mind. 

If I’m quiet she’ll be none the wiser. 

They Blasted them to Kingdom come! 

‘Free’ ~ Markets, free to be as greedy as they want! 

Free to be honest, you have a beautiful face. 

Liquidator takes the loot and looks the other way. 

It crossed my Mind. The ‘Emperor King’ equation. 

‘Meditation helps us realize these cherished false beliefs’ 

‘If there was a place where one didn’t exploit other beings!’ 

Are not insulting to Cosmic life force?
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Associative Ideas on the Neuro-Net 

Reflections in the mirror of memory ~ Who Am I? 
Nerve cells rewiring you on a daily basis darling. 

Our long term relationship with other nerve systems ~ 

Growing which brain circuits (electrical mudras’ touch) 
With more certainty with more creativity baby. 

Losing track of time and space ~ 

Transcending everyday emotions... 

The day offering Opportunities to ~ 

* 

Signalling Hippocampus 

When a peptide docks onto to a cell 

in an emotionally detached place ~ 

Changing ~ leaving behind our identity 

Pagan secrets of a socially independent! 
Chemicals, amino-acid sequences, blood &  

organs neural hormones causing our reactions. 

Hypothalamus defining who You Are, who I Am. 

What is natural, what is Man made to a hippopotamus? 

* 

The Joy of Cosmic Neutrinos 

Adrenalin hormones, ‘Emotions are molecules’ ~ darling. 

Changing chemicals effecting your gorgeous heart. 

Awareness as a Point of View of an Observer. 

Our cell the smallest unit of Consciousness ~ 

Why are we suffering ~ your body’s telling your brain 

that it’s not getting its chemical needs ~ “not tonight darling” 

Addiction to something difficult to stop ~ Biochemical cravings! 

Who can control their emotional state, any idea Siddhartha? 

“Can’t quit the job ~ need the chemical addiction to Stress!” 

* 

Climate Change 

Mother Earth 

Is in Heat!
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Catalyst Capitalist 

They’re Mean because they’re Mean 
with what they give themselves ~  

Automatic, ‘Can’t keep their hands off it!’ 

You can catch a golden ball, they do it with practice. 
“No wonder the country’s gone down the tubes” 

Always losing lighters, “fuck it” then he got enlightened! 

She’s on loan from NASA; everything will come in the end. 

You’ve met the Morjim turtles, came ashore to breed? 

As she was healing you with an Orgasm 

she threw that in, laughing with the tears. 

Full of psychic psychics*playing psychedelic Frisbee. 

Merkaba Energy full of Prana*going round in a Spiral. 

Contact the light force ~ Contact the life force 

over its density, over its depression, over its degeneration. 
I don’t fall in ~ right out there, right on it. 

Since we touched*down in India ~ 

I thought for a moment…. 

Why am I getting so much Resistance? 

All paranoia, fear of something! 

“You can do a lot of damage with a spoon!” 

Dancing with a plastic frog on your head, say no more. 

Psychedelic tragedy, buzzing comfortably numb. 

Worries of Amazing Revelations. 

What you’re doing to Your Self 

In this fear, done it again! 

Don’t get attached to (its sensation) any of it if you can. 

“Fuck It” what’s the root of fear? 

If you could bottle that one! 

Take a good look at the Telepathic ~ 

Power of the Yoni Chakra on Cosmic levels 

Creating babies inside for a Universal show.
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Enfield Spirit! 

You gotta have a light 
In a Perfect spot ~ 

Goa State of Mind & Heart. 

* 
Namaste 

Most Important Discovery 

“Sikh’s got rid of caste, Hindu’s are very racist ~ 

won’t convert to any religion especially one of Equality” 

Every DNA. has a Programming *** what’s yours Baba? 

Indra a demi-god from another galaxy, ‘Welcome to Earth.’ 

Creating the mutant humans, passing the ‘Embryology law... 

* 

Their Vulcan Branch 

Al-Qaida is CIA.- they do what they’re told and when to do it. 
He’s their man, on a roaming tariff with a PTS. Insane army. 

Never heard of ‘A Brave New World’ - Invited in to defend it! 

For 35 years No one mentions Dimona, Israel’s Nuclear Arms 

Development. ‘1973 ready to drop 13 nuclear bombs on Egypt! 

Yet denounces any other country’s rights to blow up Our World. 

‘Might Is Right’ Is what we’ve got, it’s all Ir/rational Madness! 

“Yo Someone’s gotta blow up the North Koreans and Iranians” 

Threats to our Civilisation, the Planet they’ve produced WMD. 

Who is the biggest Manufacturer of Armaments in the Cosmos? 

Poisoned gases, latest Technologies coming ashore with Thor! 

* 

Fabric of Life 

Took my dad away, broken hearted mother had to stay 

with sad loss and memories, in the life of a human being. 

We know it’s only a process, progress of Sense Consciousness. 

Universal is Infinite & my dad’s gone for a never ending ride ~ 

Liberation from his body ~ in a flash of Conscious expansion! 

Shiva came to visit
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Surreal What’s Real Safari? 

A helicopter is very ireal in a 1920’s clear blue sky 
Don’t fuck with any of the Hutus in tutus. 

Massacre of 2 million people in a week! 

No coherent speech ~ off your head! 
Without Movement there is no life ~ 

This is Me, a Time Machine & faith. 

He had a Big machete in his gene territory 

* 

The Hilltop 

Drug candy, smoking Charas, THC. LSD. 

Out on the town with your friend Mandy. 

‘It is what it is & it’s not what it was ever’ 

Nothing is right or wrong, all is inseparable ~ 

You have an instant of choice in any destiny. 
There is no Ego-Mind just Super Processing 

of changing streams ~ wavelets of energies 

Karmic frequencies skinning up on a chai mat. 

Holding desires in my hand, sampling a kiss 

Illusions of ripe strawberry ~ sweet red lips 

* 

Life is Sweet 

Fair as a Pink lotus nestled in her mons veneris. 

‘I’m here for You & You’re here for me’ 

Do what the fuck you like Venus 

Ideas manifested; Free to be ~ fun, chaos… 

somebody’s controlling our Space shuttle, Eros. 

Be the Best you can as a human being be ~ 

I could see it and wanted it, Understand? 

“It’s not a John Wayne hero movie thing!” 

Woke up surrounded by jasmine hair. 

Came up from Underneath. 

We are free spirits ~
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‘Spooks Story’ (Independent, London. 15/2/08) 

Making new Black Propaganda. ‘Pentagon now designated 
‘Information Operations’ as its 5th Core Competency. 

‘Psy Ops’ elements output for local media (to proselytise). 

Military activity linked to the State Department’s campaign 
of ‘Public Diplomacy’ In UK; the Directorate of Targeting & 

Information Operations in the Ministry of Defence works with 

specialists from 15 Psyops based at the Defence Intelligence 

& Security School at Chicksands in Bedfordshire’ 

** 

Colin Powell’s talk to UN. 5th Feb. 2003. Needing to Invade Iraq, 

WMD. and links to al - Q’aida. “Iraq today harbours a deadly 

terrorist network headed by Abu Musabal Zargawi an associate 

and collaborator of Osama Bin Laden.” The Post War Senate 

Intelligence Inquiries and others says ‘every statement was 
false and sucked up by the News orgs.’ > ‘Flat Earth News’ 

* 

The Inca Sites Exploitation Company. (Independent. 3/6/08) 

“In 1887 the Peruvian Government consented to the looting 

of Machu Picchu (Old Mountain). Allowing Berns to export 

the material as long as he gave the Government 10%.” “Built 

by Incan Emperor in 15C. ~ Pachacuti with Temple to the Sun. 

Has a ritual stone giving the precise dates of two equinoxes etc. 

The lost treasures are now in Private Collectors’ lavish Palaces, 

holy temples, fantastical gardens, astronomical observatories.” 

“Most Gold was probably removed in 1532 in a futile attempt 

to ransom the last reigning Inca Emperor, Atahualpa 

who had been captured by the Spanish” “Hola, que tal?” 

* 

Lush Valley 

Avocado and Lemon trees as far as the eye can see ~ 

Not Toxic waste dumps, oil spills, Ozone hole’s depletion. 

Agriculture graciously given to us by the Goddess Demeter. 

In fine tune growing vegetables, grains & Beautiful blooms. 

Intercoursing streams ~ seeding energy fields with sunbeams.
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Before the Word ‘Pomona’ 

‘The answer’s a Lemon’ What am I up against? 
Crystals used for exploring multi-dimensional realms 

through hallucinations, delusions, illusions, dreams. 

Meditation is simply tuning in ~ to Elysian fields… 
I’m chanting for her ~ Polyandry. 

In the dark You are the light 

Burning*bright 

the flame of the candle! 

You are perfect not a wax work, 

willing Robot, drone, or hybrid clone. 

You are born with the inner power ~ 

You are Cosmic life force Personified. 

The rites, rituals, asanas standing on your head. 

The faith, dogmas, ideologies ~ Letting it all go 
to flow ~ in a 1000 petaled Lotus position 

With a very thirsty piece of ‘Modern Art’ 

hanging from a wall, hanging in a secret Vault. 

A Master piece, in your Possession, as Credit. 

Not as beauty ~ to focus on only as Equity sold! 

Being what you want, doing what you’re told. 

Clean the Mind, keep it clear and simple 

* 

Zen Bubble Bath 

‘Bringing me back to Life 

Bringing me back to life ~’ 

Mondrian style in a Sub-Atomic Café. 

A Dali hippy in a surreal room; Art Deco 

Jacques Tati at the Opal beach out of reach. 

And God created that other woman in Seville ~ 

Socrates drinking a Masala chai in smokey Benares. 

Cervantes dancing flamenco with an ebony eyed gypsy 

breathing light into night
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Have to be more conscious than that 

Zyklon B > Killing gas; Herr Dokter how do you spell  
Machiavelli, Sociopath, Pinochet, Genocidal, Kissinger? 

Understanding the FEAR arising in you. 

“Get back in the f….g box, before we put the hood and chains on!” 
“Is it how humans will evolve, feeling the strong Resistances?” 

“You’re not here to just eat, drink, sleep, fuck & be fucked!” 

“On your feet slave!” 

“Let’s Go Mad” 

* 

You can use it 

Caressing your sprouting ‘Saspanda’ bulb. 

Complete simplicity of the complexity 

Spiritual Reality ~ if you truly believe. 

Through the Veils, we make it all up Amazingly 
Creating fields of extreme duality & desiring sensuality. 

Contacting, doing, knowing, being, seeing, tasting, smelling, 

touching, hearing, feeling, fucking, surviving, thinking, living, 

fearing, craving, hating, loving, beginning, ending, lying, dying. 

The Manifestation, diseases of ‘reality’ less immunity is being ill. 

It’s a signaling of the essence ~ disharmony, out of tune. 

When are you not rolling in pain & fear of the body mind? 

Realisation of ‘As it is’ in synchronicity*cellular frequency. 

Inventing distractive Mind games, deeper logic of a microbe… 

Are we transcending fields of multi-dimensional consciousness? 

Cosmic healing energetically ~ dancing through boundless infinity. 

A light to Your self 

** 

You make a Celebration even if you don’t make a Celebration ~ 

If you don’t make a Celebration you don’t make a Celebration. 

“We call it ‘Bow Wow’ preference for (dark) dog on the Menu!” 

They’re not going to get hungry here, Northern Philippines. 

1.5 million dogs on the street in Ahmadabad, ‘Woof woof’ 

Open buffet ‘can I have an ‘Udipi Vegetarian’ thali Please?’ 

“Welcome to the lost Zoo”
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Airbrushing the Original Beauty 

“Can’t believe you’re still dragging that stuff around with you” 
A troupe of monkeys on your back. 

The Perfect Image ~ (You can cut the canvas anytime) 

What am I so afraid of seeing? 
Who they are ~ ‘I am who I am’ 

A shift in Consciousness ~ Yes you can. 

A Silent Revolution of Positive Intention. 

Not allowing them to Unite in the Super Collective. 

If that’s not Super human what is? 

You are all over this entire quantum Universe 

Do you see? Now we’re at the end of the day ~ 

We’re all in this Together ~ do you believe that? 

“We have nothing to fear but fear Itself” 

Why Mr. President don’t you heed those words of wisdom? 
Your Defective body-armour suit, Zylon degrading over time. 

What’s new? ‘Let’s have it as Real as it can be’ 

Changing the traditional illusionistic representation of Space ~ 

Putting a slash in what was always considered to be most Real. 

The Waiting and Thinking; the Party of God started a street war 

* 

Rothko 

“The paintings had their own inner light.” 

Claus Oldenburg ‘I suppose I like Pop Art’ 

“Challenging the traditional boundaries ~” 

“I did not become a visual artist my aim was to trigger 

States of Invention” 

* 

The Standard Model 

A canvas full of formulae ~ energy vibrations resonating. 

Any news on the nature of matter ~ the nature of fabled Eve? 

Inspiration at the microscopic level * of music and colours. 

Clear crystalised sense; ‘when we’re hot we’re hot!’ 

“Being broke Buba don’t have time to be racist…
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“We Do” Climax 

Have to believe it sweetheart ~ 
At the beginning of what; was the Word? 

The definitive value of the human/your ‘id’ 

What’s the value of an Apple given to you by Innocent Eve? 
Big Bang con*Cern when the apple hit the ground of Genesis. 

‘Forgiveness’ in her and him of any ‘Original Sin’ from ‘God’ 

Where is Your Compassion ~ in the Heart of another being? 

‘Divinely*Creating’ 

* 

The Garden 

In a field of rising sense consciousness ~ 

Joined at the hips, ever changing Heavenly EDEN. 

Natural blossoms, flowers, fauna, fruit of the Goddess Flora. 

Beside a riverain ~ Physical, psychic distortions of Pandora. 
See it all for what it is, its own Levels ~ Riviera of intimacies. 

Quantum smiles, festival of Psyche’s imperceptible Shiva beams 

* 

(DM) Daily Mail 28th March 2007 

“Currently anyone arrested for a recordable offence in 

England and Wales must give a DNA sample which remains 

on record even if they are not charged or they are acquitted” 

Welcome to a Police State by stealth! Quite Obvious Now! 

Where is the Justice, what is the Intention & result? 

(DM.1I.Oct.08) 722,464 samples logged in year 2007. 

In 2008, 3,600 genetic profiles a day, 80% are male. 

Totaling about 5 million now. 

According to the National Police Improvement Agency (NPIA) 

250,000 children are on the database yet Home office officials 

admit that no action was taken against 40,000 of them whether 

in the form of a conviction, caution, or even warning.’ 

A Home Office spokesman said ‘Those who are innocent have 

nothing to fear from providing a sample’ Pull the other one dear!
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The Atomic Nuclei Conception Breakfast 

Einstein’s theory of Everything * large & small ~ 
I Proposed to a doll filled with Cosmic genetic code. 

She has the soft skin of a peach & sucks it in deep. 

What did we discover in the mad joys of each other! 
‘The noblest side of humanity ‘Our need to know’ 

Interstellar ~ What about just letting go, surrender ~ 

‘Inside each room is a theoretical physicist with a difference’ 

Looking for beauty in the esoteric alchemy of Everything. 

Stars evaporating through iridescent ethereal dream.. 

Falling into particles * of a single stringy stream ~ 

flowing through the canyons of multi dimensionality. 

Welcome to Co-existence 

* 

What About the Panacea? 
In her subtlest gravity are the deepest secrets of Cosmosis ~ 

They broke into my car for nothing & Stealing manhole covers. 

Rocketing prices of Church roof lead on the streets in China. 

You couldn’t make it up brother! A Mindless bunch of thieves. 

Just like that 

* 

Mystery Diagnosis 

We’ll call it Living ~ ‘In Coke World’ 

Snowing all Over the Planet! 

There’s no healings… 

Where is the Prana? 

“Healing is the ‘no doing’ of the swimming Pancreas” 

Tiger competition wants all the wild pussies for himself. 

Monkeys are restless, selfish cats; how high can we fly? 

* 

Spiraling*Nebulae 

The Island Universes of Outer Space ~ 

A galaxy procreating 150 million Stars. 

Nature of unbounded energy
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Greed & War 

“We’re all getting fed up with that, aren’t we?” 
The Iraq War, shown to be a complete fraud! 

And they’re still wanting you to vote for them! 

* 
Angels on Earth 

My last girlfriend did that ~ went hyper Bi-Polarised! 

Diddlin’ Ridlin with her ‘Attention Deficit Disorder’ 

< Beats changing the Algorithms of a Brain > 

but gives without asking a great blow job ~ 

not in conjunction with his eternal happening. 

An oily river is unique, most people would react. 

That’s not the colour of Nature’s auric field! 

Actually your Mind is a computer of ABC files. 

Please don’t try to figure out the boundaries ~ 
That last moment you would like to see someone smiling. 

Take that current ~ crying just makes them more fearful. 

Reversing Rivers ~ of clairvoyance 

* 

Deidre 

She of eternal sorrow. Try and witness the full Mind. 

The First Option ~ ‘I want to believe in Dreamscapes’ 

‘Don’t focus on the Material, thinking about the feeling ~ 

The Key is the Heart 

If the Heart smiles ~ now I’m Smiling 

* 

Mantra Ray 

‘Have no fear’ ~ “He’s joking on me, making fun!” 

I could touch purple, nothing could touch me 

48 Senses of numerology 

I’ll put the Astrologer in a tunnel. 

Every moment you have to be a Brahma Acharya. 

From ourselves ~ our own Minds 

A full Moon by the sea and free
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Lost a beat when I saw her gorgeous long legs 

Feelings of pure devotion & happiness ~ Laxmi’s blissful smile. 
The natural beauty & grace of Rati & Priti in their micra tangas. 

We sent it through the databank and Crystal snowflakes ~ 

I need some Concubines in this chaos, she is Prana full! 
Just what the World needs, just what my heart is desiring 

* 

Green fairy dancing 

‘Wormwood’ the Psycho Active ingredient in Absinthe! 

“I should have a chapter on your cyanide sweet bonbons” 

Speaking in surreal tongues, & how does it all exist today? 

Speaking to primates, how about getting to a Temple of Venus? 

I can’t stand lookin’ at your gorgeous smiling cheeks anymore. 

Just what my sex is craving, ‘the more you can get the better!’ 

Might have a fantastic Orgasm attack touching her wet petals. 
Used up your Tokens we wandered pharmaceutically through ~ 

An Ocean of humanity in my blood 

* 

Dreamboat Chakra 

Mastering of Senses ~ then you’re a Swami. 

Don’t chip my spirit, hey I respect Love! 

I respect my sisters, I came here to be a hippie. 

Living on Paradise beach in my psychedelic teepee. 

Came in the spirit of trance, grace & harmony ~ 

We’re here to be High, the mushrooms said so. 

This is your gift of Existence 

* 

Gathering Shamans 

Coming together diviners of the Universe. 

I wanted to Celebrate my life. 

Then I got the Ego Whack, they’re smashing me! 

‘All these gurus are my gurus’ facilitator Queen. 

I don’t want to waste my time on Selfishness. 

Consistency in the Zone
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Got the Sun 

Laughter Yoga, One way of dealing with ~ 
Isolation and Alienation; “hoho ho haha ha” 

‘Sitting still yoga’, existing * exiting the movie. 

Two faces of Attraction of Meditation, Addiction. 
Pissing outside the Mind into a flower pot… 

watching the curtains move ever so lightly. 

On the same corner as a holocaust Mollusk. 

You have all her records on a 1MB. memory stick! 

Lost in the land of Android I phones, laptops and iTunes. 

Give me Bebel Gilberto ‘Tanto tempo’ Party-Yoga anytime. 

* 

I like that 

“If you understand the atom you understand the Universe.” 

Visions of the future * the ‘Quantum Revolution’ comrades. 
Now how to use Cosmic Power? Do you have a toll free # ? 

Is Yogananda in the house or Siddhartha sitting in the forest? 

Matter can be in an infinite number of places all at once ~ 

Now let me try and get my head around that one! 

Superconductivity Miracles, become ‘Masters of Manifestation’ 

Is there anyone from Venus on the plane? 

Taking a liquid nitrogen Sauna at -200C. 

No resistances ~ Is there a plastic plasma surgeon handy? 

Who can use Magnetism to counteract ~ forces of Gravity? 

Try the Invisibility cloak lightning up*Meta-materialism. 

Bendy microwaves of blue & red frequencies ~ 

Crossing new horizons ~ dimensions full of transparencies. 

* 

Light reflecting in mirrors on your super String 

There’s some confusion about what the Amazon really is! 

A tropical factory of equatorial IKEA furniture and riches; 

or a Super-energised Powerhouse*direct linking to the Sun? 

Enchanted Jasmine perfumed breasts in glades of ultra bliss. 

Who is taking over from Pachamama?
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Cosmic Buffet 

You can help Yourself to it all. 
What really is going on Now? 

Void of any other ~ “It’s just business!” 

Essentially there is no going through any ‘Process’ ~ 
getting to an end point ~ Relativity changing it’s ‘As it is’ 

Unknowingly compulsively obsessed by the illusions of Maya. 

Where can you escape to ~ Ultimately seeing inside yourself. 

Where are you going & Who are you? Simple being here now 

* 

Ossuaries of the Paiute 

Commemorating their names 

of those who made the Ultimate Sacrifice. 

Carved in Stones, imprinted in quartz. 

So many Sites of remembrance… 
26 million Shells, the feel of Verdun! 

War Tourism for ‘Day Trippers’ 

Voyeurs seeing the Legacies of Hate. 

‘The Devastation’ ~ It’s Indescribable. 

1/3 of Male population Dead or Wounded! 

Taking It All in; an Ultimatum <> Accepting or Not! 

Commemorating fundamental Space*Time Geometry too. 

* 

Childhood’s End 

‘First and last humans’ we’re no longer alone; Are you sure? 

Darwin’s Patterns, met a Dolphin with wings flying from Sirius. 

Opening vistas of light time-tunnels, taking them far beyond ~ 

The extraordinary ~ Infinity seen from the top of Poon hill. 

Projects himself into an Intuited Vision of the Cosmos. 

No/Agreement, “The Tasting of Divine” 

Standing by the next Universe 

Sequences of creations in granular Milky ways. 

Evoking an alternative quest ~ 

Evolutionary journey exploring 100,000 galaxies…
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Dynamic Energy in a Human’s Body! 

Imprinting >Whatever happened for a REASON in Season? 
‘Unplugged’ “Appearances can be deceiving, the Theater of Life!” 

“Purpose defines us, what connects us?” 

Anal bleach for those intimate parts; Is it Ayurvedic? 
A Cosmic Virus can you see the Code? Creating a New Fate. 

Just balls of Electro*magnetic biochemical, no stopping, no End. 

‘These Fantastic Special Effects’ 

* 

Who has Time? 

“If we don’t take Time ~ 

then how can we ever have Time?” 

Do You Know WHY You are here in this mental-delusion? 

Cause & Effect ~ Choice is an Illusion’ not an ‘Illumination’ 

Our Body is Hard wired, a multi-coded Program Processor ~ 
Poisons affecting the feeling; please take care of your genie. 

*^*^*^*^* 

* 

Strawberry ~ Lips 

We are all ‘Victims’ of Causality ~ 

(I drink too much wine, I take a piss, I got divorced) 

What happened happens, couldn’t happen any other way. 

I want to sample another kiss. The movie of Wanting more. 

Downloading a Program for everything that’s existing ~ 

Diving off a thermo-nuclear springboard into Space. 

The right to Pollinate not Pollute around the World! 

Flashes no dead ends 

* 

Earth * Global One Mind 

Jewel in the Sky * A Divine Miracle... 

Spiritual Realm * having to give up their lives! 

Maintaining our Integrity & Inspiration ~ 

Walking into the Lion’s den of faith with no fear. 

Confirms what I know
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My writing’s expressing the Distortion<of the Mind>of*I*Reality 

Don’t do that, they’ll call you a schizophrenic, heretic fairy ~ 
Subversive distorted excessive mad infidel terrorist on drugs! 

The Interior of the Mind ~ other inner holographic dimension. 

We see life as a perfect picture but it’s a perfect distortion… 
‘Of Reality’ I pieced it all together and it completely fell apart. 

That’s why you need to cut the canvas instantly to Realise it ~ 

* 

Distortion Free 

Nylon or hemp? Just discovered the meaning of Reality. 

Simple luxury; A Box of Organic cereal with real fruit ~ 

not an unenviron/mental Plastic bottle of hot spring water! 

L’eau & behold ~ the World of the Mind separating us all! 

Because it’s all Originating deep at the bottom of the Ocean 

not on the surface 
* 

Networking Grace 

To see what it truly is ~ just Space. 

Need to Subtract everything from it. 

Seeing the whole Originality 

We’re not focused ~ 

On the fact/Reality 

of the deeper current ~ 

On what level are you loving me darling? 

This is naked Spirit not ‘Venture Global Capitalism!’ 

Your frontal lobe ratio ~ corrupted with Selfish thoughts. 

Your information, freewill changed for full-on exploitation! 

Processing, receiving what from y/our hallucinating environment? 

* 

Live & Exclusive 

‘Live Inclusive’ 

You only own 

a note ~ 

to a house. 

Until it’s paid!
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Gentlest Druid 

“A bird doesn’t sing because it has an answer 
But because it has a song.” 

Every 12 years the year of the horse, 

take a ride to Mount Kailash. 
Tents are considered a luxury there. 

Most pilgrims sleep under the stars 

Wrapped in their coats ~ 

against the freezing sky! 

Inside your Mind her Mind.. 

Walkin’ around the gompa ~ 

What’s hypnotic, delusional Entertainment got to do with it? 

TV. Plasma-sets context which is Accessible, False, Illusions. 

Special effects & CGI. stunts not Real at all; you’re distracted! 

‘The Suspension of Disbelief.’ 
Mutual Respect 

* 

Evening Birds 

I could look at you all day Baby. 

Moving in your blood stream 

Sparkling Membranes ~ 

Bolstering an Internal Army of Antibodies. 

Probiotics pulling the trigger… 

“Hopefully it will live up to the expectations!” 

Spiritual family erecting a non material Tower 

At the Centre ~ We are all part of the Universal. 

All living beings are Equal ~ ‘Om Mani Padma Hum’ 

‘You have to be free’ to know you are free ~ just to be 

* 

‘Ignorance is Bliss’ 

“I wish I was that Stupid!” Why Not ~ So What? 

What happened to Your Imagination? 

Apparently it's better Not to Think at all as it's just a mental 

distortion obscuring us from the truth of live Zero Space***:) 

“Got to stay in Consciousness to win it.”
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Stab Vests 

(1095) A Pope exalted Christians to Capture Holy Jerusalem! 
Fanatical monk-soldiers, ruthless defenders of Faith, a déjà vu. 

Unbelievable madness you gonna make me crackers, bonkers. 

Charged with heresy, dies fighting in a Holy of Unholiest lands. 
Protecting Pilgrims, their grim ordeal was finding bloody Artifacts. 

Dug up Relics more valuable than cash; now found in the Vatican! 

Status symbols ~ Treasure Hunters’ Holy Grail, the closest to God. 

Fragments from the Alexir Mosque, a Cross sold at Faux Sotheby’s. 

Blasted into Temple Mount ~ a metaphor for ‘Multi National Corps! 

International Banking, Investing making checks of serious Pilgrims. 

1st Capitalists, tax exemptions; rush to buy their places in Heaven.  

Saladin took it for a Prophet, King Phillip took the Templar’s cash! 

“I don’t want to go to a place where you gotta look over  

your shoulder to see if someone’s gonna fuck you” 
* 

All in All Just another Crystal Ball 

In the end it’s all up to you, your insight of the mirage. 

She said “I don’t take those drugs, I don’t wanna die!” 

Your dream, your trip, your brain, your Mind, your heart, 

your darkness, your light, your Inspiration, your liberation, 

your responsibility, your evolution, your sanity, Unconditional 

detachment to strong geomagnetic fields; What’s your theory? 

Sweet Attraction reaction erection connection ~ You’re the Best 

* 

‘Sampagana Satima’ * The New Tibet 

Move on move on ~ Impermanence, ‘Samsara’ 

‘Om namo renge kyo’ * listening to the Clash! 

Wrote it in the Iroquois hotel, all about Idealism. 

Sacked for Injecting, now living in a Squat in Fulham. 

What’s that got to do with the Dalai Lama? Dignity! 

We’re all swimming in the tidal waves ~ bring it on Mao*Tao. 

Show us what you got is that your lot? “Om mani padma hum” 

Over Indulging Your Self, keep Celebrating Punk * Dhamma. 

“Get over it!” * Consciously! “How Wonderful to be Alive ~
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Orange Uluru 

The wilderness represents freedom, burning land of our mother. 
Protect all living things, the birds, the land, the water holes ~ 

Being the Full Heart at the Centre ~ the soaring Red Heart. 

A Psychedelic revelation*belonging to a woman dreaming ~ 
Mind Blowing in free nature embracing a re*energised aesthetic. 

“They only see what they want to see Otherwise it’s not there” 

They don’t see green, they can’t see red in front of their eyes! 

New Vision, New Imagination ~ Spiritual Conscious Awakening 

* 

Holy Disney Land 

The Temple Mount 

The Burning Bush 

The Wailing Wall... 

Heaven on a flying donkey 
In time everything’s flowing 

* 

Cornucopia Corollary 

Come to me, abandon all Religions… 

I could sit here forever ~ by the Ocean. 

You can play the Program anyway you want. 

She’s not a Virgin… 

“Who Cares ~ when you have all that?” 

There’s always a better soldier, we’re all Arjuna in life ~ 

Good karma, cages of gold, gratification for a divine W/hole. 

Blue hand, Red Solar Moon of the visiting White Lunar wizard. 

Man is the machine, needs how to Activate it only! Old saying: 

It’s only when you lose something you realize its true worth ~ 

Lived the dream; fully active, missing psychedelic trance tribe. 

Anarchy of free spiritual choice ~ be loose not scared of beauty 

Don’t abuse any true Prophet, follow your own open heart. 

Cell phone calling, ‘where is the now ~ 

Not just fucked up but flipped out too
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Flood Lights 

Divorced the selfish ego ~ dumped me in a ditch the witch! 
Fell under a Banyan tree, under the flight path to Sarnath. 

Flooding with Cosmic love ~ 

A new Spirit bubbling through the Magma flow ~ 
“You’re not human are you, how about an Anthropoid?” 

Existing in the Universe, evolutionary without the curse. 

Which System are you from? ‘Mammal Program of Nature’ 

Trying to understand the choices I made. 

Reaching the Source 

* 

Crossed Illusions 

“They Killed the son of God, Again!” 

He couldn’t land in 160 countries. 

Very highly dangerous being Jesus. 
‘Never looking * Forever finding’ 

Flowing in the river of all answers. 

Big Parrots’ Cosmic laughter sounds. 

Natural elements * being in your heart 

                                                                * 

Kolkata – Thank God for this Rubbish dump! 

Living at the end of an Ice Age in Goa, unbelievable! 

Awareness ~ It doesn’t Matter anymore: Just Tuning In. 

Journeys of Self Discovery ~ I WAS/NOW I AM REBORN. 

Total Success ~ I already have something very beautiful. 

Found I had everything naturally ~ Full Formless Space. 

‘I am what I am’… let that one go into the river too ~ 

You Overlooked the MIRACLE, after miracle after miracle. 

“I’m Alive ~ I got the Gift of Life given to me to Realise it. 

Losing the Programming. “I got Cosmic LIFE in me too!” 

‘Plants taking Light and giving Life ~ 

Humans taking Life and giving Consciousness’ 

‘We Are’
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The Tibetan Sea 

The Tantric Black Hats 
Symbols of the darkness. 

A beast from ‘Shangri La’ 

Vibration ~ More being in ‘No Mind’ 
Who said that kneeling beside Mt Kailash? 

Free Mind ~ Knowing it for once and for all. 

Taking a Pilgrimage to the Black & White stones. 

The Invaders turned it into a ‘Concentration Camp’. 

She gave me a Shakuhachi flute for some Inspiration ~ 

An abacus and the Manna Spot ~ Opening light chakra. 

Cycle of clarity not Calamity happening just before I leave. 

“I want to go somewhere where I can disappear in stillness” 

Then listen to the silent Rice in Laos. 

Invisible Chinese in the middle of the dynamic Jungle! 
If only I could get back to solid ground… What is that? 

“What goes around comes around ~ just observing it” 

Stick it right in! A Sailor’s sweating dream! 

That fits perfectly, in its motion, hard coition. 

She was fully exploded by a Comet off Uranus. 

A very Powerful night for Eros on the rampage. 

Sucking in deep 

* 

Fluttering Free 

What’s it all about? A Butterfly’s lips between your legs ~ 

Why do they allow so much Horror to exist on this Planet? 

Doesn’t have to be all this darkness; Today We are a Witness. 

Human Atrocity, Genocide, Barbarity, lost another species! 

Evolution of Raptors in an Industrial Military Complex Mind-set. 

We all need a full Colonic irrigation, I couldn’t get enough. 

Why worry when you got throat cancer or Osteoporosis ~ 

Impacts seem to have left Cupid in a Shattered terminal state! 

Growing Sacred jungle root, pieces only held together by gravity
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I don’t think so 

An Operator, Multi-ethnic shark in shallow waters. 
A whole game going on only in your Imagination! 

No Need of Jealousy; She’s a big girl to conquer, 

with marigolds growing from her exquisite head. 
What do I know? Just looking at the falling leaves ~ 

of a 3000 year old mango tree venerated in a Temple. 

‘Games from Wonderland’ 

Orgasm with the Universe*Orgasm with Existence. 

“Do I look Like a Slave? Fuck off!” It’s All an illusion. 

He was waiting for someone to tell him what to do! 

Where’s the redemption? Have some Passion Pop. 

Natural, Universal, Sub atomically*Astronomical Is. 

** 

Bobbie’s bending her over backwards ~ 
She could be in the Mossad following me! 

They’ll make you jump off tall bridges… 

Cut your wrists, blown up into little bits! 

Everything’s just a vibration on strings ~ 

Got it down to the G spot (even in Scotland!) 

When the Heart is involved, the soul is smiling. 

If you close that one down you’re fucked 

* 

In Slavery (L’Esclavage) 

FEAR holding us all back ~ 

AbSense of TRUST is from where? 

Enjoying my jam, toast at the German Bakery. 

Surrendering ~ Life takes me where it wants. 

Every situation’s Perfect, sit back and know it. 

Everything is Totally INTEGRATED 

Seeing an Impersonal DIVINE YOU. 

Why’s this happening to me Mentally? 

FREEDOM ~ “YES, THANK YOU”
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Duality Tax Offences 

Free ~ being in a flowing stream of Universal Consciousness. 
Man Prisoner of MIND, Yes or No, Real or Unreal or Surreal? 

No one telling me what to do What’s a Right or Wrong song? 

How to think consistently; Mindless violence or Kindness? 
Do you feel Victimised? 3600 new laws, Labour’s Authority, 

In 10 years, 10 times more than in the previous 100 years! 

Bank Credit Card debt, Prisoners of jealousy & Economy. 

Prisoner of a disability, addiction, subconscious sensation. 

Prisoners of Ego, disease & Pain, desire, my name is DNA. 

Prisoner of Biometric ID; Paranoia and Political Coercion. 

Prisoner of Illusions, fear, lies, distortions, negative denials. 

Prisoner of corruption, Ignorance and your Unwilling senses. 

Prisoner of Memories that will not let go even in my dreaming. 

Prisoners of Programmed Identities, competitive matrix culture 
Prisoners of an ireal Holy land, infinite grains of blowing sand. 

Prisoner of nature’s temperamental mind, free to be inspired. 

Prisoner of time*space ~ free by the grace of your kisses. 

Enjoy psychedelic trips, a coffee; turn off yur 50,000 volt Tasers! 

Talkin' about getting back to that lovely, tranquil garden 

* 

Morjim ~ Moscow by the Sea 

Put it into Context of the BIG Picture ~ 

Many, many lovely Butterfly effects, beauty everywhere. 

Now It’s all about the Timing ~ Full-on Shamanic Intuition. 

An Interview in tune ~ with Cosmic Consciousness in bloom. 

“When did you Stop going to India? When I got Married. 

When did you start to go back to India? When I got Divorced! 

Hindus & Buddhists have good hearts, potential of Compassion. 

Look at Your mental self; Accepting different threads of energies. 

“We’ve become strangers” What the fuck do you expect! 

After six years of your denial and rejection, Soul mate? 

Healing DNA. breaking down ~ dissolving Boundaries. 

‘Death frees the Spirit from the body’ ~ & is beingness.
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Holes of Gold 

Exchange from Inside out 
We are in it, we can make it ~ 

Inseparably ~ it’s Your own destiny. 

“He walked out of Chillum City jail with ½ Kilo in his shoes” 
First it has to collapse when the moment allows it to manifest. 

We go out of this matrix, new Matrix in evolution > Transcend 

Throw it, you give it out ~ You do the best, not trying > being. 

Anjuna always something round a corner ~ makes you Wonder! 

My friend ~ “I don’t want the divine just a physical fuck Baba!” 

He’s Living as a King worshipping at the Temple of the Pussy. 

“My Goddess is sweetly purring” 

* 

Gold Mine 

“I was happy when the lawyer stole it ~” 
“You’re not following the Rules of the land” 

Gave out 200 spaceships to All the Stars. 

She’s afraid to fall in love ~ 

Flying to the Neurosis Festival. 

Brought down the crystals 

“You’d be so lucky!” 

* 

Free key to what 

I crash where I am. 

“You’re Welcome” 

Carrying your space suit with you. 

Allowing it ~ doing it to recognize it. 

Learning from its teaching. 

Discernment choosing what is right for you, for it. 

On the Conscious Path realizing it’s all Zero Space. 

Unfolding ourselves ~ 

Making the experience  A Jewel * A new energy. 

Evolving & dissolving in only the now
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Mr. & Mrs. Happy 

Some animals need a threat 
when being in their territory. 

Might bump into a Leopard! 

I’d say Yes, No Problem. 
Melting the Aggression of a fierce Lion! 

Christians at the Coliseum, mothering a Cannibal. 

When the animal sees himself in the water ~ 

A Very Sudden Process; Instinctive ~ to Kill It! 

The Sun Is giving the light, all Mind is an Illusion. 

The Moon is the Reflector of the light 

& both are shining energy ~ In you. 

When you come as Soul frequency 

* 

Altar of an Ego 
This is where they send all their Matrix crazies. 

Better quality of life, better life style, living by the seaside. 

‘They want to relax the law’ ‘Ever more Social Engineering’ 

‘They want to Control everyone in Society’ And tax them too! 

It’s not the Individual, It’s the State which wants the Power. 

Scratching your balls while your own Rights are taken away! 

Wanting to know what your friends are up to, like in Chile! 

More socially conscious of the welfare of the people & planet? 

Don’t use the Heavy group control, it won’t work anymore. 

Pressing them into the ground; The rebel wants to be free! 

Capitalism screwed tight, every way into Solomon’s Temple. 

Lighting Pyres! Have you met Yama the Bone man of Benares? 

He’s following the Holy cow, his Vultures are all ready to go! 

Onto the next sandwich shop, oh! An attack of Avian Stukas. 

Higher levels of Paranoia, get a grip, breathe thru your butt. 

Driving Offensively, Shooting through a village at 60 mph! 

A very synchronous bus driver hanging over a precipice. 

“So It Is ~ to Shine On Is Our Job” ~ light returning 

to energy fields ~ Materially Free ~ Letting Love Talk
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Billion*Airs’ Motto 

Enlightened when everything is taken away ~ Empty Mind. 
It starts with your family but soon comes round to your Soul. 

‘YOU OWNING IT NOW’ 

Putting out Total LOVE. 
It’s coming your way! 

Breaking the Chains of Causes & Effects. 

Reactions, Actions ~ free Synchronicity. 

Threading a string through Pearls… 

Parties with Love 

Three people make a Circle of Life. 

Peace without Words ~ “Let It Be” 

Life’s Path of Action ~ Non Reaction. 

* 

Warm Chest Nut 
Lovely Ejaculating Woman ~ ‘Tuning it’ 

Dance full on And ‘love me happily.’ 

Feeding Ego boy, a ‘Nazi hippie!’ 

When you’re in it you’re suffering. 

At least that’s just a word, why bother? 

‘Can’t get out of it’ Mental who said that? 

Steam train thundering down your track… 

“Get out the fuckin’ way!” Open your legs! 

Empowerment ~ just me being me that’s all. 

Being stuck - in the Mind - that very old concept! 

Full dancing by the speakers, Coke making her blow. 

Riding to Grace and tenderness in Dawn’s fiery glow 

through our actions in creating space 

* 

Still Ponds 

Rivering never stops ~ 

Never get stuck in my weeds. 

In the silence between the words 

Is the Truth
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Just a Word Game 

You want a name, a label, a brand, a uniform, take it! 
Mind-setting Swami, press the ‘ON’ button, it’s Fun. 

Getting Your Mind over the 5 elements ~ 

Lifting a Full Spaceship with his Crown Intention… 
Found a secret bollock in all that unexpected confusion! 

Chakras all in line******* the Universe ~ same as you are. 

They’re Awake! Teleporting things down to create it ~ 

* 

 Achilles’ Egoic Heel * Nudes of Divine Sex 

 In the garden of the Nymph’s, Saspanda’s Nadi. 

Psychedelics and Aphrodisiacs for a Pagan bride. 

What does Meditation have to tell you about Roses’ 

Perfume when there’s no need for Absolute Words? 

Celebrations in the Pagoda of Higher Vibrations ~  
It’s just a body falling back through a beautiful Yoni Portal. 

Goddess of Love floating naked in a seashell, Venus sans retour. 

Being reunification with another not Bureaucracies of Oppression. 

 “Children are Unconscious Buddhas growing in the light.” 

Definitely Creative Minds ~ YES Life, YES YES Life, YES YES 

* 

The Psychedelic School of Illumination 

‘Unconventional’ Goa - He said, he crashed his Mind. 

Went beyond the gross mind ~ living in the spirit dimension! 

I love the nature, the sun, the light, the smiles, happy to be here. 

I’m at home, what’s the choice; do you want a sweet lassi? Yeah! 

Gazing into Stella’s pulsing Vortexes, (It is or it isn’t, Why?) 

You have to learn how to Meditate ~ Inside a Spinning Top. 

How to enter into the fields of Higher Consciousness? 

Higher frequencies ~ less Negative heavy densities… 

Full respect to enter the door that is an extraordinary illusion. 

Managing of Brain Chemistry consideration of ‘I Am Mystery’ 

‘Access Denied’ … “This Is Not A Dream but the Dreamtime.” 

You will know it when you Open it ~ Paradox never closes
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Taking on the Fears 

Dispelling a fear; I don’t believe you! 
Confront them, there’s no choice, no choice! 

Today a new Osho; Mind’s being free of/or bondage ~ 

Depths of our Subconscious ~ High’s of Super Consciousness. 
All One not outsourcing selling your teeth to business Interests 

Love sitting in the Mango Shade 

* 

Astral day dreamer 

Dawn surprise, be Cosmic flight ~ 

Transparent star, brilliance in the darkest night. 

Not the ‘Super Nice’ normal brain washing. 

You have to find a tree not only pipelines! 

Separating from nature, Modern Architecture. 

You’re Alive in a Mega ‘Program’ Why not? 
Can become an Astronaut going down the M1. 

So much Ego to cut the head off a King or not? 

‘Les Droits des Hommes’ droits des singes; what to do? 

I can have all this if I want, Karma standing in the light 

* 

Darkness*Lightness Together 

Trophy “The Victors were Merciless” 

Tribute, pillage can you Imagine what that means? 

Amazing cultural achievements, Forced to be baptized et al! 

Celebration of Ignorance, another holy mad fiesta, a Royal fete. 

“Grabbed what we could get and came Home with Plunder!” 

****** “It wasn’t me it was my DNA!” ****** 

* 

Silent Prayer 

Lashed the Coke addict, “Smoked out!” 

Found escape in a bottle. “Had to see it for Myself” 

“How do you have so much faith and don’t go to church?” 

‘Arise & Shine’
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Unlock Spirit 

In Montgomery they bombed their home (Dr. & Mrs. King). 
“You belong to God” He won the Nobel Peace Prize. 

Non violence Crusade of Peace, for all people of Good will. 

Just trying to get Voting Rights bro! Hoover up the Inquisitor! 
Finds a Massive organic source not a KKK. Nightmare Rally. 

“I wish I would Know how it feels to be Free” 

* 

I Have A Dream 

“Spoke of the hopes and dreams of People” 

‘The Affirmation of the American Dream’ Make it A Reality! 

(9/63) 4 girls racially killed “Taking up Ammunition of Love” 

The Struggle ~ Justice Against any ‘Injustice!’ Time will heal. 

* 

Shooting Tear*Gas 
Mississippi’s a Police State wrestling with the Dark Side! 

Disheartening hostility, ‘Man’s hatred for his fellow man!’ 

Dr. King was hit on the head with a brick at Cicero, Chicago. 

‘Poor People’s Testimony’- Needed A Radical Redistribution of 

US. Economic Power! It’s a crime to receive Starvation wages 

in a rich nation. ‘The Abominable Evil of the War on Viet Nam’ 

(3/68) ‘Memphis March of Brotherhood’ the church crowded! 

(4/4/68) Dr. Martin Luther King shot at the Lorraine Motel… 

“Not how long you live but how well you live.” Pains of Loss! 

A global Revolution going on “The Movement was his Life.” 

(The Civil Rights got a Voting Rights Bill; August 1st 1965) 

* 

Self-Identification Mime 

Image in the head of Me, Mine, Myself ~ 

Knowing Yourself through Consciousness. 

Ego ~ a Sense of Mind-Made Self…. 

Sit here as a Man ~ Sit here as Energy, auras in Space. 

Another 5 Year Government Plan, Programmed for a ‘Future’ 

of Past Conditioning * Planets could be in another dimension… 

All you have to do is Breathe ~
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Social Animal Party 

“When someone loses money it follows someone gains it” 
When you’re working for other people & they’re working 

for you; You feel Connected ~ Prehistoric social Instincts. 

Moving on, standing outside the gates of a Prison! 
“Eureka” Your Mind is the dealer of Your Biggest Addiction. 

On the Boulevard de Clichy with the bohemian Henry Miller. 

Is there more to this than meets the Eye, Signor Luis Bunuel? 

Antarctica a long way to swim for a meal of organic plankton. 

“Whales depend on krill, krill depend on Ice, Ice is declining!” 

* 

Acquired a long time ago; Never admitted to since! 

“It was at this critical juncture (of War) that (General Dayan’s) 

his nerve cracked” (Sunday Times Mag; p.25. 22 June 2008.) 

‘1st Temple of Solomon destroyed by Babylonians in 586 BC.’ 
2nd Temple - of Herod demolished by the Romans in 70 AD. 

Time to come clean with what’s happening on the Battlefield! 

‘October 1973, Yom Kippur War’ the ‘Doomsday Scenario! 

(Golda Meir) ordered the country’s nuclear arsenal to be ready. 

Thirteen small nuclear bombs were strapped to the under- 

bellies of Phantom jets to scramble if Israel faced defeat’ 

(Golda Meir ‘Iron Lady of The Middle East’ (Elinor Burkett) 

* 

Open Fields 

Balance of Reality leaving duality in the middle. 

“She has a Heart of Gold” 

Bubbling Visceral, lovely, smiling Yoniesque. 

Thank you for your lovely generosity. 

A gift to treasure on any long journey. 

Through landscapes of your memory, makes me Happy. 

On a Speeding train writing timeless romantic poetry ~ 

Any Magical reality
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What Comes Next? 

Now on a space flight spinning around the Sun. 
It’s a shadow, where are you right now? 

You tripped up - Never left the Universe! 

We’re more in touch, the more free it is ~ 
Sitting with our Planet in Divine Consciousness! 

Frontline resonance changing the veil of Compassion 

Changing the DNA; ok that’s what it means! 

Learning while we’ve got this life in a mind/body ~ 

Telling me to fuck off; Here are the Wedding photos! 

My Awareness of a Costume drama; 

Seeing the perfect woman 

* 

Took a Deep Breath 

“Being conscious of my thoughts and feelings 
So I can choose which ones to pursue” 

And I chose You, girl with the attractive nucleus, 

with understanding, self respect honesty &  humility. 

Not profiled as an Amazon Mail order bride… 

Not full of currents of blinding angry, negative emotions. 

Letting it go ~ fully accepting you as Your own creation. 

What is this angel trying to teach me in this dark cloud? 

Letting go of the pain with forgiveness and compassion. 

Living free and happy with visions of a Botticelli ~ beauty. 

& Nothing but smokescreens – up to their old dirty tricks. 

“There’s the Mahola natives coming fast in a war canoe” 

You can get your share of Aloha spirit at the Maui Hyatt! 

* 

Thank You 

Happy stoned in Goa, not stoned in Mecca Avenue. 

Oiling the Sacral, getting Prana to Spin to the Top 

A proton accelerator, the air*breath above your lips. 

Pyramids touching making Love in ecstasy 

Creation of an Incandescent Super-Nova ~ 

Mind conjuring up another distant Galaxy 
A Heart making You for me
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The body * Concept of an Identity 

‘Tanha’ ‘Will living, grasping of new becoming’ 
of Consciousness, the moment of dissolution ~ 

Constant changing ~ this momentary dying.... 

Dad decided to make a change ~ freed his light. 
There is no sunrise, no sunset, no fear dear. 

No day or night ~ just inconceivable continuity 

Rethinking ~ Relinking * reflections of revelation. 

No dividing lines - No two moments the same again. 

Imperceptible merging, constant fluxing, all cells becoming 

5th dimensional Universal stream 

* 

From looking at the Stars 

Figuring out the beginnings of the Universe ~ 

A Big bang or a Steady state of rhythm ~ Venusians mating! 
Cosmonauts’ intercourse on a Single Point of Creation? 

“The oxygen we breathe was made inside stars” 

Catching the crucial whispers from Space 

* 

Life Kicked In 

“I guess I’m writing about how I feel Inside” 

Some looking for purpose, for some True Identity. 

Deeper into a new neurotic neuronic neutrino ~ 

Escaping ~ distracting me from my Self. 

Spiritual Psycho*therapy; doesn’t have any more sense. 

What we’re all agreeing to ~ Quantum Cosmic sense 

Non logical, value less flowing of zero point energy ~ 

not meditatively connected to nature like in India ~ 

Sacred rivers, Mountains, Animals, Plants, Prana & Krishna. 

Are people civilised, keeping more light for fractal-shifting ~ 

If you’re happy it rubs off, lack of infrastructure, off my head! 

I could have kissed her feet, angels dancing in Shiva’s Temple. 

In the Ocean ~ becoming a dolphin
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Panzer fahr-schule 

Unearthed a T55 Russian tank on a wind farm, 
Close to Karl Marx Alley; Waking-up Trotsky! 

“You’ve sworn to swallow an oath” to the death! 

‘Defending Socialism against all enemies…’ 
Destined for the Killing fields. 

November 9th 1989 the Day the Berlin Wall fell down. 

* 

It comes from Life 

Crossing the line of reality and Imagination again ~ 

“They’re clinically Insane” from direct experience. 

Can’t explain, driving a car in circles. 

Grew up among the ruins of a wrecked environment. 

“We learned to live with dangers” 

The last Mad King of Bavaria! 
Kept marveling at it * fundamental forces of nature. 

Triggering a surreal trip across the river of destiny ~ 

When fact & reality not enough, needs intensification. 

Inherent deep truth coming from Poetic sensitivity. 

Pictures of Open doors 

* 

Utopian old man! 

Goin’ to a Sex Pistols festival at Butlins 

But it’s our Butlins! Anarchy in the UK. 

A Legendary performance. 

“I don’t wanna go somewhere where I 

have to keep lookin’ over my shoulder” 

“I ain’t sittin’ around in a crack house” 

“There are lovers and there’s LOVERS! 

I want it to be about me ~ now 

There’s nymphs and there’s Nymphs” 

Had a full breakdown, a natural high. 

Unconditional love ~ Spiritual loving
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Cosmic Love Party 

‘Laisse les choses couler, c’est tout’ 
At the Atlantis’ Galaxy Restaurant. 

“A touch that sends them over to Utopia” 

Let’s go straight, transmigrating to Nirvana. 
Don’t need the bullshit, You broke my heart! 

“Some Mind expanding stuff is always good” 

She’s licking her fingers, I’m licking her lips. 

She’s sucking my golden phantasmagoria, I’m sucking her tits. 

I’m holding a diamond arrow she’s holding her super id. Ego. 

Psychedelic flowers embracing deep in the opened Lotus heart 

Living life, Shanti lights, Archangels all around in Cosmic air. 

Oceans of feeling, seas of energy, streams of consciousness ~ 

What is a concept? Living in Cosmic currents on Planet Earth. 

Creative (thinker) being 
* 

Might > is Right; What is < Wrong? 

Swordswordswordswordswordswordswordswordswordsworth. 

Met Einstein last night, found the Absolute Celebrity Guru & 

an ‘autistic’ Spiral Frog ~ (jumping to inner spirit Inside) 

To serve as the bridge of the Rising Golden dawn. 

Don’t worry about the cost; Patience is a Virtue. 

I’ll buy a yacht and get a Russian Pole-dance crew! 

The Platform, Psychedelic Sea, Pure Heart, Pure Spirit. 

* 

Dam the River 

Imperial Valley, Paradise thoroughly raped! 

‘The Age of the Free-way, the Super Market. 

Mass Production, Mass Consumption, being the Best! 

“The Pump doesn’t know when Midnight comes ~ 

What good are Forests when we can have Prosperous Farms? 

Never stop demanding, the Miracle of Greed! 

‘Worshipping Self-Indulgent Identity’ 

‘Sorry No Gas’ Reality
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Choosing to be Free 

‘Is it Beneficial?’ Does it feel right? 
Right back in the trap, close your Mind… 

40 blah blahs, 30 blu blus ~ “Staying in the law of Liberty” 

They see the Outside, the external, Not what’s Inside them! 
It’s a great virtue allowing all things to be ~ 

‘Many roads lead to Rome’ she’s lovely in an iridescent sari. 

Who puts the value on that? Beach artists collecting shells. 

Energetically answering your fax on a spinning treadmill. 

Too many rules & regulations, 3000 new laws in 10 years! 

Most people need to be followers – rings their bells… 

Guru it’s in You ~ it’s not the pathway; ~ Coming out of you. 

Stop searching for the smiling Buddha, inside your own shell. 

Getting outside the Cube to see All the mountains Mohammed. 

To realise your self Inside the box of expansive relationships 
with frequency, harmony, with flowing or Invisible Undertow ~ 

Traumatised in the city of the dead, no miracles from your god! 

My head started banging and I couldn’t walk straight… 

have a nice now, making your reality, not wasting time. 

Really You can’t blame someone else for how you feel ~ 

Light filling night, unconditional love of spirit rainbows. 

White rabbits in a black hole; Effects of killing curiosity? 

Freedom is a matter of choice, a matter*less choice ~ 

Mythological soap opera, who’s holding a vicious circle? 

We’re not in our body, numb, blocked off-road to schizophrenia. 

Capturing the Hi Tech ‘Image’ of reality in another dimension. 

Coke cheating whores, spent a lakh on crack & smack! 

Black space absorbs all the other people, they want to help 

the dream 

* 

Headline > Beyond Your Wildest Dreams! 

‘52% of UK. men would prefer a 42” Plasma TV to having sex.’ 

Yin (^)Yanging ~ the energy goes UP 

Say YES to Life ~ 

“All we need is Love”
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Volcano Honey Spirit 

“I think I’m starting to fade, where are you?” 
Making way for new birth ~ the Mekong Delta is choking! 

It helps to still the Mind, purring pussy speaking for itself. 

Goodness of Vishnu, ‘you’re coming back as a Tropical fish’ 
Hanuman is Mind when centred on Ram, scepter of surrender. 

Out of the clutches of nature, into your-self, out of your free will. 

Being with Krishna, no illusion no separation, I’ll hook you up 

* 

No.1 Ego Aesthetic 

You can paint abstractly*In the No Ego-Mind Space. 

That’s where Art lives, music dancing on the ceilings. 

If he’s painting in Love he’s receiving in Love ~ 

Being creative with a lovely muse, kissing her multi-colours. 

They feel like orange trees, in photon fields of physical reality. 
Klimt comprehending the role of psychological*atomical Mind. 

Abstractions in designs of golden squares with naked Seraphims 

Giving birth free expression, lovers caressing in auric patterns. 

Outside the Capital of a Classical Empire. 

* 

Going to the Frontier 

Metabolism Starts flyin’ eclipsed those fuckers. 

Estonian Spaceships going into another Orbit ~ 

Syd Barret’s jumping into the ephemeral ether. 

Who’s that washing the neighbour’s lizard? 

Breaking the Mould, breaking the Mind-sets. 

Don’t wanna go there, they’ll chop your head off! 

“She came back from Hell” 

* 

Seeing eye to eye 

Associations in a Whirlwind ~ 

Who said we’re lost in eternity? 

So easy, wants some Extra non-bio brains washing. 

lightlightlightlightlightlightlightlightlightlightenlightened 

“I need a Spaceship” ready for the Sky ~
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Drowned Loose Change 

Full deniability, availability. 
Evidence – No slush fund, No bodies there. 

Need someone to blame as a scapegoat 

for the sprinklers not working in a drought! 
No wreckage found inside the Pentagon’s moat. 

Secrecy breeds Conspiracy ~ Lacking transparency 

of a cash cow fallout 

* 

Spiritual*Tantra 

My Mind’s freaking out with Cobras on the beach. 

Trust in the Universe, in the Stars, in our Nature. 

Trust in the Ocean, trust in your own Heart 

be Still ~ 

* 
Mantra Beach Touch 

Women as ‘Non*sexual objects’ 

Your lovely body keeps me spinning 

in time & space ~ 

Your lovely smile 

gives me the grace to 

Sing to Shiva * Shakti 

* 

Princess Lemnos’ Moods 

“Why have you done this to me?” 

Hypnotized by the erect puffy nipples of her nymphs. 

Arrival on an Island of superbly seductive Amazonians. 

All sultry beauty Illusions, a body Madly craving desire! 

Going off like fireworks. 

Doesn’t help if I tell your pain is deep sorrow ~ 

Deep attachment to the loss of your absent lover. 

Her perfect muscles locked into yours. 

Telling you she’s yours ~ Overflowing passionate emotions 

It doesn’t help, suffering for the cravings in your dreaming
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You’re not lookin’ for it 

What you want that you don’t have ~ 
‘You have it already; you just have to accept it’ 

Conflict in a relationship, allowing in the pressure.. 

Entering a timelessness dimension as an innocent child. 
Thinking the Future the Past even the Present creates time ~ 

Deeper Instant orgasms put it in there and see what happens! 

‘The Silence becomes more powerful than the person talkin’ ~ 

about the Silence’ Sit on my central nerve & move up & down. 

“I am Meditation” ~ Consciousness of what Am I feeling now. 

Look at the Moon, Love not needing love. 

Wanting to see her full power! 

“I can’t live with my self” they’re not the self, they’re ‘I Am’ 

Losing your self on her breasts 

* 
Organic raw seed 

“You’re swimming through the Universe ~ 

Fire offering, left to the elements, on top of a mountain. 

Put him in the oven, who got his Bagpipes? 

Yak, you may recognize your own true nature. 

Swimming in the Sea of light on Planet Serotonin. 

When you have a Super Hallucination, making psychic sense ~ 

No duality, no opposites, no Yin (:) Yanging, then what is? 

The difference between knowing & belief is ‘experience’ 

Highest Personal will, singularity with the source in Union 

* 

Seeing Varuna in a clear night sky 

*** A field of Consciousness *** 

Religion a Spiritual Manipulation.. 

Fields of dreams ~ 

fields of attachments 

fields of blind addictions 

fields of illusory distortion 

fields of blissful nothingness
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Vertical light evoked in Genesis 

‘Surrealism and beyond’ (Inspiration at the Tate Modern)  
Signor Miro’s automatic drawing & writing to his muse. 

‘Une etoile caress le sein d’une negresse’ by a full Moon. 

Liberation ~ of the Rational Mind! Liberation of the Wind. 
Sought by the ‘Surrealists’ dreaming a dreamlike narrative. 

Wassily Kandinsky, Asger Jorn, Magda Cordell, Jean Arp, 

Thomas Desmond, Jasper Johns, James Rosenquist, Miro, 

Arshile Gorky, Karel Appel, Robert Rauschenberg, Claus 

Oldenburg, Barnett Newman, Mark Rothko, Jackson Pollock, 

Jenny Holzer, Chris Ofili, can’t forget Mondrian or Paul Klee, 

Paul Chagall, Picasso, Dali, all dreamers of exotic Goddesses. 

* 

Aragon’s ~ A wave of dreams 

What’s this all about? (Exhibits densely set against each other) 
Influencing of Freud’s Unconscious Mind! ( before Quantum). 

Liberation of Solar Winds (in your satellite’s mirrored lenses) 

* 

‘Meshes of the Afternoon’ (Maya Deren) 

‘Subverts the established temporal logic (of Cinema) 

: 

Breaking characteristic Identity in a web of events that 

traverse the boundaries between dream states and reality.’ 

Rhythmic montage, experimental editing and your Vision! 

Rebuffed Labels (surreal where are you today?) 

Saying she was interested in the ‘Credibility of the Unreal 

Not the Incredibility of the Unreal’ 

* 

Klein blue with a bright Yellow stripe (Clifford Still) 

“Without premeditated themes or corrections ~ 

Opened a floating world of abstract associations” 

“Drew on uncensored creative impulses of the Unconscious 

Never became a Style”
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Love Rocks 

Karma’s been Solved ~ 
Cosmic we’re always free to Connect 

with Synchronous Consciousness… 

Snorkeling on another Level 
by-passes the death experience 

Transcended my body ~ 

At the Atomic Accelerator 

Fine Tuning ~ on the burning deck 

No time to be critical of anyone else 

Keep lookin’ at (myself flyin’) 

* 

FACE OF THE HEART 

Send out flashing Red hearts 

to Surreal Exuberant Mexico. 
Allow Attune (possible through… 

10,000 people thinking about the same word. 

Love Vibe ~ Going with the Intuitive flow 

She looks like a beautiful butterfly 

Happening at one time together all around the Planet 

If you’re feeling good don’t let the doubt, fear step into it. 

(Emotionallyconfused.com) Don’t take any notice of me ~ 

It will come in 

* 

You traveled 

Peter Pan where do you come from? 

You were out there ~ on a catatonic whitey! 

On a crest ~ Being the crashing Observer of Yourself. 

All you need to do is Allowing in the moment…. 

Visited my hippy mate out on a ring of Jupiter, Junction 9. 

The Conditioning was different. 

Grown up with it ~ (Einstein’s Autism) 

We manifest what we think 

Talking life up to the Max
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Imperial Quasar * ‘Do or die’ 

“If in doubt choose the happy path, for sure!” 
‘Of the 100 Richest powers 43 are Corporations’ 

5* Henchmen for their own Personal ‘National Interest.’ 

Sacred flowers of a sweet Wahini raising up my Kundalini! 
A Scarred woman sitting under an ancient apple tree ~ 

She’s a totally natural beauty from the Gilbert Islands. 

What’s it mean “You can’t fill her full cup ~?” 

Palms of the beast on a digital angel, Yanging on Yin 

“He knew the Vedas, I’ll give him that” New Patterns. 

His chemical release is repeating that old program. 

“It’s not what I’m saying it’s the meaning” 

Designs of the Heart not the Mind 

* 

Simple Rules 
Nothing has no borders, Universal shadows of light. 

Temple warriors Kung-fuing ‘No-Mind Enneagrams’ 

It should all be in the National Park. 

Archetypes of the holographic Myths. 

Driving through the spiritual sky ~ 

Dynamic shells, Bamboo Mountain 

Growing stronger together in common. 

A cow is just a piece of meat to some. 

The Sun gives everyone a playground. 

Ducks from Venus landed in our pond. 

Her dream is better than 10,000 sunsets. 

“You can be religious without being spiritual ~ 

but can you be spiritual without being religious?” 

Cross Points in All directions creating dimensions. 

“Is it me asking for attention?” 

* 

In*Transit 

“Are You a friendly traveler ~ 

Intruder or hostile Invader?”
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Concubine’s Tantric Banana 

ASD. Explorer & Plane passenger, lover from Kyrgyzstan. 
ADD; Dyspraxic Space cowboy, living just up my street. 

“Need to get my ‘Anti Panic’ tablets from the Pharmacy” 

GHB. so you can log on and break the Pain barrier. 
“I intend to go reckless into my coffin” 

“The Hulk is my Bitch!” 

* 

Fill Your Boots 

People do it for a lot less, he’s had a bloody ‘nough. 

The odds on that were Incredible, coincidental… 

It took off, too busy havin’ a good time ~ 

It’s just goin on, they’re all distractions ~ from what? 

The faster you could run from the Tsunami the better. 

“Let’s all take some Entheogenic Mescaline ~ 
Yeah I held the pipes for a couple of blokes” 

Tree sap in a lot of plants; Manifesting from Inside. 

“Have I gone Insane here?” Talking to Lord Shiva 

* 

Juicy Vines > It’s Never a good day to be Crucified! 

“We all got a Heavy Cross to bear brother” 

Thanks Jesus for the burden but No Thanks! 

Light streaming through a fecund Cosmic Jungle ~ 

Birds & flowers, flora, fauna, Priapus to delight a sister. 

I love Lily of the valley, being free in her field of natural energy. 

Celebration of the beautitudes ~ licking her tenderly on her lips 

* 

Simply Confucius 

Moving through it; Where I move my attention and flow ~ 

Isn’t it really all bollocks? Constant chattering in ‘Your’ Mind! 

Seeing through it is as simple as being still ~ letting go Identity. 

‘Stop It’ going on, can you do that, envisage it’s Creating You? 

Sanity as soon as you realise that within the Mind is Insanity. 

“Confusion Is * A Divine State ~
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That’s what we need; Fanatic Fire Crackers! 

A Public hanging, slap bang in busy Trafalgar Square 
for a gang of sycophantic greedy bleating lost sheep. 

Don’t mess about; Decapitation without any stress! 

Bring it back like our Sordid Arabian allied cousins. 
Waking up these sleeping, monstrous, terrorizing gorgons. 

Burn them on a pyre at the Town Hall or beside a church spire 

Stone them in the car park or on the steps of IKEA, good Idea! 

Drown them in the nearest icy river for a proper Confessional. 

Chop them up into little pieces in the Palace herbal gardens ~ 

Put them all in the stocks & bondage, have a greedy meltdown. 

Send them to the heathen north, torture them on Wigan Pier. 

Why not send all the Yobs out to anarchic wild Afghanistan? 

Beyond any roads, then see how they deal with the Taliban… 

Instead of mugging for a quid your little withered frozen granny! 
Try bullying a Jihadi fundamental maniac for a fuckin’ laugh! 

Pissed up, fucked up, knifed up, knocked up by a Yardie, 

dealing it in your street 

* 

King of Poona Annexation 

Sense of self steals devotion - No Attachments to Identification. 

My eyes go back in my head, Mammals’ mating sexy fantasy. 

Tearing up the rules but we all need to eat ~ 

“Coming to grips with the slow death*of the Planet” 

The Moment of Truth ~ not Science Fiction, OK! 

4% of pop. consuming 40% of Planet’s resources. 

The Empire of Ill usury Liberty, No thanks pardner. 

“I don’t want those Dalek things wandering about” 

Loved soul of cows, becoming sacred defeating Monsters. 

Ego of the demon Ravenna ~ The Ego mentally constructed. 

You have to apply it to your own life ~ Aiming towards Rama. 

Holding that position in themselves ~ through pure Devotion. 

Our soul repurifies, no ego programs*It’s freed*Enlightenment. 

Sita is the devotion you have for the heart
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Spirit Messenger 

Mind wants to catch it ~ 
Ego-Mind is always contrary to the free flow... 

Revelation of a Gamma Ray streaming through 

Psychedelic windows into the Cosmic lounge ~ 
Intellectual, Technical, All-Brain running the race. 

Living the Spirit to stay in it 

* 

Global Propaganda 

Domination-Abomination-Prosecution, some really crazy people ~ 

Another Anglo-American Expedition of Monstrous Persecution! 

We’re livin’ in Satan’s lap, monitored by your TV; Mobile APP. 

Using the Power of the Whore, strong powers of persuasion. 

Deceived by Beelzebub’s Angels; Rectifying the dark side ~ 

Always more clarity, bringing light from behind the clouds. 
“I want to be ready when the time comes” Know it to be true. 

No sitting on the fence, no grey areas, warning so not bloody 

guilty; No Wages of Sin ~ Loving for your fellow beingness. 

Earth’s a great playground, fully Rebellious Children of God. 

Thinking comes from thoughts, intentions of the illusory Mind. 

Not entertaining bad or cruel or ‘Man will destroy himself!’ 

‘Armageddon’s Blueprint’ Exposing ourselves by our actions. 

We’ve all got our Bibles Open on our knees ready to pray... 

Is death Alive in God’s memory? Deep into the last days! 

‘The meek shall Inherit the Earth but it will be an Ocean ~’ 

* 

Darfur 

“follow that butty!” 

(how sick is that!)
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Obliterated Cells 

“You’ve got cancer!” when I was in a bubble all on my own… 
You started shutting down then I got old; Keep moving forward. 

She has her own extreme idiosyncratic, obsessional demands! 

“What’s your plan, what you doing, what’s this, what’s that? 
Mutants because they have Special trans*human ‘POWERS.’ 

Indigo children are already beaming in the playground. 

‘The School of No Discipline in the Sky.’ 

Then you find your own Self-discipline ~ 

Someone else’s discipline is just Rules & Regulations of Control. 

Laws and conditions, step back, what’s Your Magic creating? 

It’s not to get detached, more about never being attached. 

‘Nothing to do with Me ~ transcending the duality just be’ 

Not coming with Baggage, not on that level, too much to bend. 

We know this bloody Tyrant with Pentagon Tattoos and Insignias! 
She was thinking she should definitely have it all, ~ ‘All of it.’ 

The Universe was letting it be known. 

* 

CANNOT LIVE IN FEAR 

Putting the whole world into a frenzy… 

Any excuses to bring out that immoral Program! 

“I guess money is a beautiful thing so is Malana cream” 

We’re so easily hypnotized, “Say cheese!” (& in Mandarin!) 

No Time to go Green, go Nuclear ask the folks at Fukushima! 

Solar rays left in a black hole, Power Corps. want only Profit! 

We’re all to blame, everyone is weak, what did you expect? 

For something full of fantasy, ‘Welcome to Shanghai Disney!’ 

Everyone fashionable wants to live there, if you’re Allowed to. 

City of the Future moving without noise. 

Learnt that in Prison!
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Tunnels of Love 

Where does It Start, Pre golden Dwarka, Lascaux? 
In one way You could say it’s already goin’ on here. 

Zero Points ~ As long as someone is being it ~ What? 

Saves the Planet, holds the light, respects the plant. 
“Martians are going to give birth soon 

to the exterminators of this World!” 

“My Worst stories from Milton Keynes” 

Drooling at your feet, flying above your gravity field. 

Paranoid but he doesn’t know it yet ~ 

* 

Female*Prism 

A map of scars (not a Prison) 

Super ~ You fell in Love with Goa. 

“It’s More than me” 
It’s All Sacred ~ 

We do the divine * divine work 

Waiting to see what it is. 

Shamanic Magic Vortex 

Powerful Angels spinning in joyful serendipity 

The Sky is like that ~ 

from above the Constellation Matrix. 

Met her in a ‘Secret Police’ theme bar. 

Cosmic Cafe, Atomic Bistro, Astro Motel, Dead Krill Marina. 

“I’m a native, not a Royal Marine, I live in the jungle!” 

Big Energy 

* 

Edgar Cayce 

“All healing comes from the divine within. Hate, malice, and 

jealousy only create poisons within the mind, soul and body. 

To be sure, attitudes do influence the physical conditions of the 

body. No one can hate his neighbour and not have liver trouble” 

* 

the(peace)intentionexperiment.com
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They’re even thirsty 

‘The taste is always very nice when you’re in Love’ 
Psychedelic shows it’s All Alive * Cosmic Key LSD 

Turning the lock turning the clock 

Trans * ending the molecular ego.. 
Do you know I’m away ~ 

I’m in India ~ Totally No. 1 

Your freedom trip on the level of Innocence 

In no sense*in full ness. 

You’re not receptive to them, being unreachable…. 

We all are one amazing life ~ force ~ ‘Cosmolization’ 

Is just another concept put into the box of your Mind. 

This time, Not seeing it as Source but a Profit resource! 

Made $100million on the Wall St. collapse ~ transmitting 

We are already infinitely transmutating, just realising it 
from Reflection working through the thought patterns 

working through the matter ~ not with the matter. 

No more frontiers, respecting states of beingness 

And you can’t lose it anymore, its indestructible 

A process of Mother Earth in the kitchen. 

** 

Wants to rebirth & have more shifts in the Universe ~ 

Happening in us, we perceive the surroundings through us 

becoming the creator * out of that. Feeling the Love. 

The light is with us and can’t be put out anymore ~ 

blip blip blip, drip drip drip but big drops of dopamine. 

We had such A Mass Hypnosis! Seeds growing grains. 

You listenin’ to how you talk, don’t need to speak…. 

No more the ‘Identity frequency’ where you connect. 

Making the life force dense enough to be seen 

** 

‘Ask and It is given’ 

‘Imbue them with a Poetry of Vision 

Lyricism not Criticism’
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Quantum Free Wed Lock (Coup de Coeur) 

“Got more of my panic attack pills from the local Pharmacy” 
Quantum Arthritis, Quantum Cancer, Quantum Conscious. 

A nameless threat always more frightening because you 

don’t know what it is, leaving it up to your ‘Imagination’ 
to run riot! Do I have ‘Stepococculus’ Hepatitis, Encephalitis, 

a blood poisoning virus, bacteria, Psoriasis, chest pains, weak! 

Losing my memory, my vision, my Immune system in free-fall ~ 

my nerves are shattered, I’m depressed can’t think logically, 

mood swings leading to anxiety and panic attacks, could be 

those Rabies injections or the TB; No space! Had the blood tests 

but don’t feel very well! Doctor said I was ok it’s not financially 

possible to test for Dyspraxia. These joint aches & muscle pains 

are not an exotic Tropical disease! Sorry You have 10 minutes 

for a diagnosis but you’re not a Hypochondriac! You need a 
believable diagnosis but where is this ‘understanding’ from? 

Need to take responsibility, tune into your Own self, these are 

Red flares, signs leading you into your being ~ resonating with 

Your cellular, sub-atomic fields & auras, a path of inner essence 

* 

Ironic Elementals of a Mandarin 

“You can’t cheat the Universe” 

Turning reality on its head ~ upside down 

Seeing Consciousness as a fearful threat or as a jolly clown! 

Said Jesus Christ was a heretic, status, holy subversive alien. 

& the Dalai Lama, Super Mr. Big, Tibetan fanatical Terrorist! 

Aung San Suu Kyi, dangerous ninja to a dhamma life country! 

Seeing Consciousness in a Heart ~ not coercive rattling sabres 
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 

 
Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970.  

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through 

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi.  His arrival on the sub-continent 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self-

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi-

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out" 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy*energy & Space. 

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 28 books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past fifteen years 

in Goa, India inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of 

human consciousness. 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Website: www.sunnyjetsun.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sunnyjetsun 

Amazon: www.amazon.com/author/sunnyjetsun 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun 


